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Abstract

Arguing that the EU does not follow a “one-size-fits-all” approach in its external cooperation on asylum and migration policies but that it takes into consideration domestic factors and specifically third countries’ asylum legislations, we tried to prove that the EU engagement with third countries on asylum is greater the more advanced their association status is and the more progressive their national legislations on asylum are. The analysis focuses on two case studies: Lebanon and Turkey and narrows down the focus on two main variables: third-countries national legislations, and their accession status to the EU.
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Introductory remarks

The right to seek asylum is an ancient juridical concept which however has remained controversial to this day. While international Treaties and Conventions institutionalized the standards to be respected in granting asylum, limiting States’ discretionary power on the matter, the right to seek asylum and the subsequent granting or refusal of such international protection status remains a matter of state sovereignty.

Europe has historically been a continent of emigration, and only recently has it had to consider issues of immigration and all of its complications. In fact, during the Second World War, important numbers of Europeans found themselves persecuted, starving and fearing for their lives. Their only option: escape. While they set their eyes on their neighboring countries, they were disheartened as they were met with political gridlock. Today, asylum-seekers face similar problems. And the controversial question posed to countries that could potentially provide asylum is whether to open their borders to these people or not. This paper will discuss asylum questions and examine the factors that can influence cooperation between the EU and third countries.

Nowadays, the rhetoric revolving around the extraordinary nature of people’s displacement is widely used by Western and Northern states, however, it is important to underline that human mobility is an ancient phenomenon inherent to human nature. Confirming this widely used rhetoric, we experienced an irrational alarmism during the 2015 European refugee “crisis” which, far from being massive if we consider the proportion of newly arrived asylum seekers to the number of European Union (EU) citizens, exposed to the scrutiny of European and international public opinions the shortcomings of the Union asylum system. In fact, while the European Union developed a regional framework regulating asylum and migration, understanding the crucial importance of disposing of clear and homogenized dispositions on the matter, Member States’ tried to retain such discretionary power. As a matter of fact, EU Member States’ resistance to the EU institutions’ efforts in developing a common asylum system resulted in the use of externalization as a coping mechanism in safeguarding the EU’s unity.

In this context, Europeanization theories represent the theoretical framework at the base of our research and, as we will present in the following chapter in more detail, the literature on the exportation of EU policies toward EU candidate countries is well established, especially on externalization of the European policies on migration and asylum. This paper will present contradictory theories on the analysis of migration and asylum policy development. On one side, we observe the use of a “one-size-fits-all” approach in the exportation of EU policies while the other side emphasizes the emerging importance of domestic factors of third countries engaged in cooperation with the EU. The chapter focusing on the theoretical considerations of this paper will expand on several theories that have proved the EU’s externalization attempts to be more effective when third countries have membership aspirations as the EU disposes of more powerful tools to engender compliance with its policies.

Considering these theoretical premises, narrowing down the scope of our analysis, we will focus on a specific aspect of European Foreign Policy, notably asylum and migration management. This paper aims to understand whether the EU does indeed follow a “one-size-fits-all” approach in its external cooperation on asylum and migration policies and the extent to which the EU takes into account third countries’ specificities, notably national asylum legislations as well as their specific association status to the EU.

Therefore, arguing that domestic factors and specifically third countries’ asylum legislations, actually do matter in determining the EU’s impact on third countries’ asylum space, focusing on national legislations in third countries, we will try to prove that the EU engagement with third countries on asylum is greater the more advanced their association status is and the more progressive their national legislations on asylum are.

In order to address our research question, we will therefore compare the national legislations of two countries as case studies. The chosen countries to conduct a comparison on are Turkey, as a candidate country to EU membership and Lebanon, which is a partner of the EU in both the European Neighborhood Policy (ENP) and the European Mediterranean Policy (EMP). Both countries represent strategic priority partners for the EU cooperation on asylum and immigration, an aspect we will further specify when
introducing the methodological basis of our research.

Our analysis will prove that although the EU relatively takes into account national specificities, specifically third countries’ internal legislations on asylum and their compliance with the international protection regime, their association status to the EU plays the very discriminant role in determining the successful exportation of EU policies and the effectiveness of the EU externalization of asylum and migration management.

In fact, despite the national asylum framework being rather weak and volatile in both Lebanon and Turkey, the EU disposes of a greater influence on Turkey, which in the context of its accession process to the EU must homogenize its legislations on asylum to EU ones. Toward Lebanon, on the contrary, while the EU maintains a handful incentives in order to make the country comply with its norms, these tools do not represent effective instruments to stimulate the country to conform itself to EU rules.

Therefore, our analysis will partially verify our hypothesis and operationalize the theories we will further expand on in the next section: the EU to some extent, takes into account third countries’ national situations specifically in relation to the association status and the EU internal interests. However, national legislations on asylum do not play a fundamental role in determining EU engagement with third countries and the EU impact on the development of more comprehensive asylum rules in partner countries will prove unsuccessful unless membership perspectives are present.

According to our understanding the interest in conducting such an investigation is obvious. Today, the migratory phenomena represent a crucial interest for nation-states around the world. Furthermore, despite migration being inherent to human nature and despite it being rooted in history, at present, the managing of migration and asylum, linked with security aspects by many stakeholders, represent crucial subjects to be addressed.

Furthermore, we believe that our research could be of interest since literature is rather scarce on Europeanization of non-EU member states and in this analysis, we will try and contribute to the development of such research. Moreover, in line with the predominant theoretical approaches focusing on the European side, we believe that our in-depth analysis of third countries’ national legislations on asylum and international obligations, could offer a renovated approach which could be further developed through widening the pool of analyzed countries and through the expansion of the scope of the studied domestic policies and preferences going beyond national legal frameworks.

The bibliography on the basis of which we conducted our research is rather rich and diverse. In fact, despite the lack of monographies, probably due to the specificity of the theme and to the impossibility from our side to access contributions in Arabic and Turkish, the literature on the asylum legislations of both analyzed countries as well as the contributions on the relations between the EU and Lebanon and Turkey respectively is very complete.

We mainly used primary sources, consisting of national legislations and regulations as well as international treaties in order to develop the third and second chapter of our analysis. Furthermore, the scientific articles on the specific cooperation between the EU and the two case countries and literature on European externalization approach to asylum are numerous. Amongst the most relevant ones we could mention Fakhoury, “Governance strategies and refugee response: Lebanon in the face of Syrian displacement,” “Europeanization of Migration and Asylum Policy: A Critical analysis of Turkish Case” by KaradaG, and Kaya, “Reform in Turkish asylum law: adopting the EU Acquis?”. In addition, Nascimbene’s article “Refugees, the EU and the “Dublin System” contributed to our understanding of the topic. “Failing forward in EU migration policy? EU integration after the 2015 asylum and migration crisis” by Seipioni and Trauner with his 2016 article “Asylum policy: the EU’s ‘crises’ and the looming policy regime failure” were at the basis of our analysis. On the theoretical approach, the contributions by Bicchi, Lavenex and Uçarer together with Delcour’s articles informed our analysis and proved fundamental in order to provide our research with a solid theoretical framework.

Following these introductory remarks, introducing the research question and hypothesis of our analysis as well as the literature based on which we conducted our research, we will proceed to introducing the theoretical and methodological foundation of this study.
Subsequent to the presentation of the theoretical and methodological basis, we will introduce the European Union asylum framework in our first chapter as a fundamental step in understanding the different scope and level of cooperation with third countries on asylum and migration-related matters. In this framework, we will touch upon the most important policy tools at the disposal of the EU in engaging with non-EU countries, a useful basis to understand the following in depth-analysis of the Lebanese and Turkish cases and the cooperation mechanisms used by the EU in engaging with these two countries.

In the second chapter “National Asylum Systems: Lebanese and Turkish national and international obligations,” we will refer to the specificities of Lebanese and Turkish national and international obligations on asylum. We will proceed symmetrically by presenting first the national asylum system of the two analyzed countries and then proceeding to the analysis of the international legal obligations respectively applicable to the two countries. We will in fact touch upon the obligations contained in the 1951 Convention and its 1967 Protocol and then we will analyze the existing relations between the UN Refugee Agency with Lebanon and Turkey. For Turkey, we will also assess the impact of the EU accession process in shaping the national asylum framework.

In the third section, following the analysis of national legislation on asylum which represent the chosen national specificity our analysis focused on, we will analyze the specific agreements concluded between the EU and its Lebanese and Turkish counterparts. This comparison of existing agreements concluded between the EU and the two case-countries will help us identify the practical implications, if any, of the national legislations of partner countries in defining the EU engagement with them which will serve in order to verify or falsify our hypothesis.

Finally, we will provide concluding remarks, summarizing the findings of our research and we will highlight the difficulties encountered in the analytical proceeding. As part of the conclusion, we will also address the limitations of our work and provide some inputs for further research.

**Theoretical and Methodological framework**

**Theoretical basis**

As we briefly mentioned in our introductory remarks, our research question is based on the theories relating to the exportation of EU policies and on the Europeanization literature, which is controversial in nature. In fact, as we will expand on the following lines, there does not seem to be a unique explanation justifying the success or failure of the export of EU policies toward third countries, especially non-EU, non-candidate ones.

After having introduced the foundation of the Europeanization theory, we will present the one-size-fits-all approach and Delcour's approach giving third countries' domestic preferences a discriminant role in determining the successful exportation of EU policies, which we used in formulating our research question and analytical proceeding.

Europeanization has long been defined as the impact of EU integration and governance on Member States, and only recently has it started to include the impact of the EU on candidate countries without, however, touching upon the impact the EU could have beyond its membership and candidate countries.

Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier distinguish Europeanization of candidate countries in two different dimensions: EU-driven and domestically driven Europeanization. For instance, according to their classification, Europeanization could be driven either by conditionality, notably the use of sanctions and rewards by the EU to alter the cost-benefit calculation of target states or by social learning when target states consider EU solutions appropriate. While we esteem this distinction noteworthy, our research will not operate a differentiation between these two methods leading to Europeanization; we will only consider the effectiveness of conditionality when comparing the Lebanese and Turkish cases.

To this end, it is important to specify that for conditionality to be credible, the EU must be less dependent on or less interested in the transferring of its policies than its partner in order to ensure that rewards will be received only when conditions are met. As argued by Wunderlich, this tension is well exemplified by the case of migration policy convergence between the EU and Morocco, which resulted rather low specifically because the EU bargaining power on the matter was limited by the high dependence on the partner country for such policy implementation².

The study of Europeanization of non-EU Member States and States not eligible for EU membership, remains rather problematic if we consider conditionality as the predominant tool in engendering such domestic transformations in third countries. In fact, while the EU uses the incentive of membership as the main instrument to make applicant countries comply with its rules, the same instrument is not applicable in engaging with states ineligible for EU membership. Understandably therefore, the literature focusing on the impact of the EU beyond Europe is rather rare³.

Despite the scarcity of contributions focusing on Europeanization of non-EU and non-candidate countries, existing studies on the matter define the European Neighborhood Policy (ENP) as the closest case of Europeanization beyond Europe for several reasons. In fact, it targets close neighbors, it covers a broad range of policies and it is based on the explicit commitment of the EU to extend its acquis beyond membership. Despite the core principle of ENP being “differentiation”, considering the “joint ownership” at the basis of socialization mechanisms of Europeanization, ⁴ the ENP was de facto conceived with a EU-centered approach based on top-down political conditionality⁵. Therefore, the ENP resulted inconsistent regarding the expansion of the EU acquis and the use of conditionality proved to be ineffective toward neighboring countries.

As a matter of fact, it is accepted that Europeanization has been weak beyond the group of candidates for membership, proving the perspective of membership to be a crucial condition for EU policy transfer toward third countries⁶, considering the adoption of EU rules dependent on accession promises and on the fact that it is specifically the perspective of membership inducing third countries’ governments to consider EU rules as legitimate and to abide by them⁷.

Nevertheless, however relative and weak it may be, it is confirmed that Europeanization of non-EU Member States happens to some extent in the field of asylum and immigration laws as a result of either conditionality or voluntarism while the degree of EU policy transfer depends on the form of institutional affiliation between the EU and third countries which impacts on the intensities in external relations⁸. Such policy exportation beyond the EU membership and candidate countries could also be explained by the very nature of the migratory phenomenon: migration has become an international phenomenon underlying international interdependence; therefore, changes in the policies of one country have implications for immigration policies of others. This is even truer for the EU as a major destination country, its immigration policies necessarily affecting third countries⁹ potentially incentivizing them to adopt “EU-friendly” policies.

For instance, Sedelmeier, confirms the argument according to which Europeanization would be possible beyond EU member states, considering the clarity of the EU’s demands and conditions as important factors in determining the scope and success of Europeanization in non-EU candidate countries. However, Sedelmeier establishes that the credibility and leverage of the EU does not account as the only determinant of third countries’ compliance with EU rules, domestic preferences playing a fundamental role¹⁰.

---

² Ibid., p. 21.
³ Ibid., p. 5.
⁴ Ibid., pp. 19-20.
⁵ Ibid., p. 20.
⁶ Ibid., p. 21.
⁷ Ibid., p. 7.
⁹ Ibid., p. 425.
It is clear from the very presentation of Europeanization theories the controversial nature they have especially when applied to non-EU non-candidate countries. Furthermore, the puzzling nature of the theories on the exportation of EU rules beyond EU membership is exacerbated by the lack of systemic studies on the matter.

In this context, we believe that the research on the EU-led promotion of democracy, or democratization beyond Europe, can offer some insights into understanding the EU’s influence on non-Member States at a broader level, which could be of use in detailing our theoretical framework. According to Youngs’ findings, the EU uses two different strategies in promoting democracy in the Mediterranean and East Asia regions, notably through engaging with the civil society and through supporting socialization. Unfortunately, however, even the literature on EU democratization efforts beyond Europe agrees on the overall lack of consistency of the EU strategies and on the low impact of the EU on democracy and human rights promotion in non-candidate countries. Interestingly, such ineffectiveness is explained once again, by the impossibility from the EU side to use the promise of membership as the most important incentive for compliance and by the inconsistent use of conditionality, which lowers the EU credibility.

Without revolutionizing the aforementioned theoretical basis of Europeanization, the mentioning of democratization theories is therefore useful in order to prove the relevance of considering conditionality as a main factor in determining the successful exportation of EU policies beyond Europe.

In order to respond to our research question investigating whether the EU adopts a one-size-fits-all approach when engaging with third countries or whether it adopts a country-specific approach, Europeanization literature is evidently fundamental. In fact, while EU’s attempts to export its policies beyond its borders are a fact, the controversial nature of our analysis concerns the way in which the EU proceeds to the Europeanization of third countries: does it adopt an approach adjustable to all of its partners or does it adapt its strategy considering internal preferences and characteristics of third countries? It is therefore capital to introduce the authors who focus on the critical question of understanding whether the EU has adopted country-specific strategies going beyond the regional framework institutionalized by the ENP or not.

In their 2008 study, Börzel, Pamuk, and Stahn argue that the EU adopts a two-layered strategy towards its eastern neighbors by using a “one-size-fits-all” approach at the general policy framework level which is complemented by a country-specific component on the ground targeting both third countries’ specificities and internal EU interests. In this framework, it is important to observe how specific domestic factors result in significant variations in the EU strategies toward those countries. Börzel, Pamuk, and Stahn’s text demonstrates in fact how the EU sticks to a single regional approach while it engages at the country level by adapting the strategy to specific contexts and instances.

According to the existing literature on development cooperation, the strategy of external actors towards third countries is inter alia influenced by the “capacity of government to formulate and implement policies and discharge government functions” and the “form of political regime.” This very principle could be applied to other fields of policy transfer, notably to the external relations of the EU toward third countries.

While the importance of domestic factors in third countries starts to gain more and more importance as a determinant factor in defining EU strategies and their success, Bretherton and Vogler, argue that the EU tends to “reproduce itself” in its relations with non-EU Member States by addressing patterns of interdependence through “the external projection of internal solutions” as Lavenex put it. Federica Bicchi, building on these contributions, claims that European Foreign Policy remains partially informed by the idea

12 Ibid., pp. 11-12.
14 Ibid., pp. 6-7.
15 Ibid., p.6.
16 Ibid., p. 11.
that “our size fits all,” especially in the Mediterranean Region, where the EU has been promoting democracy as a security strategy for the stabilization of the area\textsuperscript{17}. However, the application of “our-size-fits-all” to the Mediterranean region especially, proves rather shortsighted and cannot fit the diverse regional and country specific contexts\textsuperscript{18}.

Corroborating the importance of domestic factors, Lavenex and Uçarer’s contribution aiming at analyzing the EU’s external effects on non-EU member states specifically on immigration control policies, asserts that the scope and characteristic of policy transfer from the EU to non-EU Member States does not solely depend on the EU approach, relying on existing relations between the parties, third countries’ domestic situations and the cost of non-adaptation to EU’s policies\textsuperscript{19}.

Recognizing the analytical approaches described beforehand as only partially impacting on the exportation of EU norms beyond the EU membership, the focus and hypothesis of our analysis build on the theoretical inputs provided by the studies of Laure Delcourt whose research, although focused on the Eastern EU neighborhood, could be of use for a more comprehensive analysis of the EU policies impact on third countries.

According to Delcour’s studies, factors such as the interplay between domestic, EU and international factors in implementing ENP policies, should be taken into account when analyzing the diffusion of norms and rules beyond EU borders. The importance of considering domestic factors of target countries is crucial considering the failure of the EU tendency to impose conditionality on partner states despite not providing membership opportunities to them and it is a major shortcoming of EU policy transfer\textsuperscript{20}.

For instance, in the ENP framework, the implementation of the whole policy is dependent on the goodwill of partner countries, which, therefore, cannot solely be considered as EU policies’ targets. Hence, “domestic structures, actors’ preferences, institutional and policy frameworks and administrative capacities are expected to play a much more prominent role in the ENP than they did in the Eastern enlargement”\textsuperscript{21}. The “our-size-fits-all” approach is proved shortsighted by the fact that limited consideration for partner countries’ priorities and preferences together with the lack of short-term benefits for them result in ineffective policies lacking the fundamental inclusion of third countries’ domestic actors’ preferences in the making\textsuperscript{22}.

All in all, the European attitude towards third countries and especially the ENP framework should shift its paradigm by decentering the ENP from the EU’s own experience, tailoring it to partner countries’ needs and circumstances instead. In fact, the ENP is based on the EU’s own model, largely ignoring local and regional realities revealing a major gap between partner countries and the EU\textsuperscript{23}. The experience with the ENP clearly demonstrates that no major reform can be achieved in the European neighborhood without strong local ownership of the process and that the EU’s offer must be tailored to local concerns and specificities in order to be effective. Despite differentiation revealing itself to be the founding principle of ENP, the EU has fallen short of translating it into practice\textsuperscript{24}.

The importance of domestic factors in determining the EU’s impact on its Eastern neighbors inspired our research question and hypothesis which find their basis in this theoretical postulate and build on the different literature we mentioned which progressively recognized the major role of third countries’ specificities in determining the successful implementation of EU policies beyond Europe.


\textsuperscript{18} Ibid., p. 299.


\textsuperscript{21} Ibid., pp. 346-347.

\textsuperscript{22} Ibid., pp. 354-355.


\textsuperscript{24} Ibid., p.6.
We will argue that domestic characteristics in partners are consequent in determining EU successful policy transfer by showcasing such conviction through the specific analysis of national legal frameworks on asylum and through the consideration of the specific accession status Lebanon and Turkey have vis-à-vis the EU.

We will launch our analysis by analyzing the instruments used by the EU in cooperation with third countries in order to verify whether the EU adopts a one-size-fits-all approach when engaging with partners. The analysis of the policy tools used in the exportation of EU’s policies beyond its membership the tensions and dualities present in theory will demonstrate their applicability in practice. In fact, while developing different instruments to cooperate with distinct partners, the EU displays wider strategies at the regional level, revealing templates and patterns to be followed with the due, limited, adjustments, when engaging with third countries.

Subsequently we will logically continue our proceeding by conducting an in-depth analysis of domestic legislations in the two case-countries in order to determine, through the subsequent analysis of EU-third countries bilateral agreements, whether the EU engagement with partners is framed specifically taking into account national legislations. In fact, through the analysis of the specific agreements concluded between the EU with Lebanon and Turkey respectively, we will have practical validation of our hypothesis, on the basis of the national specificities we decided to focus on.

Our research question on whether or not the EU follows a one-size-fits-all approach in engaging with partner countries will be answered by the study of EU tools of policy exportation and through the analysis of domestic peculiarities on asylum legislations. The descriptive part of our work will then be “implemented” in the final chapter where through the analysis of bilateral agreements we will be confronted with the practical implications of domestic legislations and EU tools in determining the type and effectiveness of EU engagement with partner countries.

**Methodological basis**

In terms of methodology, we will base our analysis on the comparative case study method. Accordingly, we will compare the national legislations on asylum of the two countries under analysis, determining their national and international obligations on the matter in order to better understand the conclusion of agreements with the EU.

Comparison is a fundamental tool in conducting research, proving very useful in testing a hypothesis when time and resources are rather limited. As described by Lijphart, “the comparative method is the analysis of a small number of cases, entailing at least two observations, yet too few to permit the application of conventional statistical analysis”\(^{25}\). Comparative case studies cover two or more cases in order to produce more generalized knowledge about a specific research question. Such a method involves the analysis and synthesis of the similarities, differences and patterns occurring across the cases under analysis that share a common goal\(^{26}\). Lijphart additionally affirms that the selection of cases constituting the comparison basis of the analysis can be determined by the choosing of “comparable cases” if either they match by many variables that are not central to the study or they differ in terms of the key variables that are the focus of the analysis\(^{27}\).

In the case of our analysis, our selected cases are comparable, matching by many variables while differing by the crucial one for our study. Specifically, we opted to comparatively analyze Turkey and Lebanon for several reasons. First of all, the two countries differ on a major variable, notably their accession status vis-à-vis the European Union. On one side, Turkey, as a candidate country to EU membership, according to the

---


Europeanization theory, shall prove more receptive to the EU influence considering the wide range of tools at the EU disposal in order to ensure Turkish compliance with its rules. Lebanon, on the other hand, is part of regional cooperation mechanisms with the EU, notably the ENP and the EMP, and it has important bilateral relations with the Union. However, the EU highly depends on the Lebanese goodwill to implement bilateral policy tools and cannot offer the country incentives other than technical and financial aid, potentially jeopardizing Lebanese engagement in implementing EU policies on its territory.

Lebanon and Turkey, however, despite the difference in association status to the EU, share many commonalities. For instance, they both host large numbers of refugees, they are geographically and geopolitically priority countries for the EU and they both avoided the experience of the “Arab Spring” turmoil on their territories while being indirectly affected by the revolutions, considering the consequent impact of the displacement of persons and the regional instability they created.

The comparison between the two case countries aims at determining whether the EU engagement with Lebanon and Turkey follows a one-size-fits-all approach or whether it is adapted to third countries national asylum legislations and their association status. Therefore, we will assess the EU cooperation based on these two variables.

In order to define the dimension of EU cooperation with Lebanon and Turkey, the cooperation tools at the disposal of the Union will be analyzed in light of the two aforementioned variables. Furthermore, when analyzing the existing cooperation frameworks between the EU with Lebanon and Turkey respectively, we will determine whether the EU takes into account partner countries’ national legislations and third countries’ accession status vis-à-vis the EU or not.

The one-size-fits-all theoretical approach we defined in the previous lines will be proved if the EU cooperation with third countries will result not taking into consideration the two chosen variables, proposing a standardized framework for cooperation to both Lebanon and Turkey. On the contrary, if the EU will prove to adapt its externalization strategies to third countries’ specificities, their accession status and their internal legislation on the matter of cooperation, Delcour’s theory on the importance to consider national factors in the export of EU policies will be verified. Evidently, it could also be assessed that only one of the two variables matter in influencing the EU cooperation strategy, which would offer more nuanced findings.

As it is clear from the theoretical and methodological frameworks we presented, the research question at the basis of our contribution is very controversial, considering both Europeanization theories, the EU different strategies in promoting the export of its policies beyond its membership together with the implications of engaging accordingly with two countries such as Lebanon and Turkey representing high-level priorities for the European migration and asylum strategy.

Having presented the theoretical framework which guided our work and the methodology used in our analysis we will now launch the analytical part of our research and start investigating the validity of our hypothesis.
First Chapter

The legal and policy basis of the European Union

Asylum System

Introduction

International migration governance often takes place at the regional level, considering that migration flows often display regional patterns; however, nation states have remained central actors in the governance of international migration. This pattern can be observed at the European Union level as well, where many EU policy instruments relating to migration find their origins at either the national or international stage.

Assuredly, at the beginning of the European cooperation, EU institutions were not meant to take away decision-making competences from the national level on migration and asylum related matters. In fact, the Maastricht Treaty instituting the European Union and creating an “ever-closer union among the peoples of Europe” gave the Union certain powers which were classified in three groups, referred to as “pillars”. The first pillar, consisted of the European Communities, providing a framework within which the competences governed by the Treaty were exercised by the Community Institutions. The second pillar concerned the common foreign and security policy laid down in the Title V of the Treaty and finally the third pillar concerned cooperation in the fields of justice and home affairs laid down in the Title VI of the Treaty. Both the second and third pillar provided for intergovernmental cooperation, the only really “communitarian” powers of the Union being the ones referred to in the first pillar. However, with the progressive communitarization of the EU Justice and Home Affairs (JHA) Pillar, the EU’s role on immigration and asylum has been evolving and EU institutions have gained more and more authority on the matter.

Notably, cooperation in the field of Justice and Home Affairs began with the establishment of EU citizenship in the Treaty of Maastricht in 1993, which defined it in its third pillar and which Community competence was formally institutionalized with the Treaty of Amsterdam in 1999.

This development incentivized the European Council to progressively promote a common EU asylum and migration policy through, among others, the establishment of partnerships with countries of origin. Despite this major advancement, however, nation states have remained attached to their sovereign competency on establishing legal migration pathways. In fact, in accordance with the transition period laid down by the Amsterdam Treaty, any decision on legal migration required unanimity in the European Council until de facto 2005. At present, the EU acquis on asylum and immigration results as a “fragmented tapestry” of intergovernmental treaties, legally non-binding intergovernmental resolutions and conclusion and supranational instruments adopted under the Title IV of the Amsterdam Treaty.

Despite the difficulties, however, communitarization of asylum and migration policies has been achieved to some extent, characterized from one side by the EU tendency to focus on the deterrence of irregular
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migration through outsourcing responsibility to third countries\textsuperscript{33}, and from the other side by the progressive adoption of regulations and directives to harmonize EU internal policies.

Non-EU states have become important actors in the externalization efforts of the EU migration governance\textsuperscript{34}. The rationale at the basis of such attitude is the need to control the Schengen external borders in order for the common space of freedom of movement to properly function. The attempts of the European Union and its Member States to cooperate with third countries in the field of migration management through using financial and development aids as incentives has not worked as expected in light of the conservative attitudes expressed by the JHA Council on the matter\textsuperscript{35}.

The aim of this first chapter is therefore to analyze the European Union asylum regulations and frameworks in order to understand the externalization tendencies of asylum by presenting the major tools of cooperation and partnership with third countries. The chapter, displaying the very basis of the EU asylum and migration policies, proves indispensable in order to understand on which foundation the engagement of the Union with third countries is based on and to what extent has the EU adopted a one-size-fits-all approach towards third countries or if it has opted for a country-specific strategy.

After this brief introduction, we will subsequently present the European legal framework at the basis of asylum regulations and the EU migration governance characteristics highlighting the most important steps toward communitarization and the major tools of externalization utilized by the Union. The tools at the disposal of the Union in its attempts to transfer relevant policies beyond its borders will provide us with solid grounds on the basis of which we will then, assess their functionality and adaptation to third countries' specificities. In order to do so, our analysis will rely on scientific articles, EU regulations and directives.

1.1. The European Union Asylum Framework

The basis of the EU asylum system

As we introduced previously, the European Union has gradually put into place asylum and migration policies despite national authorities largely remaining in charge of their implementation, a specificity representing a major threat to EU policy effectiveness. The highly divergent recognition rates of the twenty-eight EU Member States demonstrate the lack of policy harmonization within the EU\textsuperscript{36}. This asymmetric situation was further exposed during the 2015 refugee “crisis”, during which the EU asylum system revealed itself to be highly fragile and the protection and recognition of refugees and asylum seekers very problematic\textsuperscript{37}.

Despite the shortcomings of the system, the efforts undertaken by the EU institutions in proposing harmonized migration and asylum policies date back in time. Even before acquiring formal competence on migration and asylum related matters, the European Commission and Parliament advocated for a comprehensive approach toward migration and asylum within the EU membership. Starting with a resolution in 1987 on the right of asylum, the European Parliament noted the importance of enhancing economic and political cooperation with third countries in order to stabilize their economies and guarantee the protection of human rights. Furthermore, the Commission, prior to the signing of the Maastricht Treaty, called for the integration of migration related matters in the EU’s external policy. The EU institutions’ position was formally expressed in the 1994 Commission Communication emphasizing the need to fight the root causes of migration through the integration of asylum and migration policies into the EU’s external policies.


Despite not being further pursued, these early contributions, reveal the long-standing tendency demonstrated by the EU Commission and Parliament to push for a comprehensive approach to migration even though the Maastricht third pillar did not provide the EU with the formal competences to shape the Council’s agenda on the matter.\(^{38}\)

At the origin of the difficulties in pursuing substantially cohesive EU asylum and migration related policies lies the Maastricht Treaty signed in 1992. The Treaty, showcasing ineffectiveness from its very signature in dealing with asylum and migration issues, required a strong action from the European Institutions’ side in order for effective cooperation to be achieved. Therefore, the Council together with the EU Commission issued an Action Plan at the end of the 1990s which affirmed that “[…] the instruments adopted so far often suffer from two weaknesses: they are frequently based on “soft law”, such as resolutions or recommendations that have no legally binding effect. And they do not have adequate monitoring arrangements”\(^{39}\). The dispositions of the Maastricht Treaty, providing for the cooperation on asylum and migration related matters to be initially achieved under its third pillar, notably transgovernmental cooperation, experienced an evolution over the years, gradually resulting in the strengthening of supranational procedures implying a deeper harmonization of the policies reserved to the national scrutiny at the outset.\(^{40}\)

Realizing the weakness of the third pillar arrangements on migration and asylum related matters, EU Member States decided through the Treaty of Amsterdam “to use European Community instruments in the future by providing “the opportunity to correct where necessary these weaknesses”. In fact, in the context of the Amsterdam Treaty, Schengen rules and regulations were incorporated into the EU’s legislative framework transferring immigration and asylum together with visas, external border controls and civil law matters from the intergovernmental pillar of “Justice and Home Affairs” to the “European Community” Pillar.\(^{41}\)

The Amsterdam Treaty concluded in 1997, following the Maastricht Treaty, together with the 1999 Tampere European Council, represented rather important inputs to the communitarization of asylum related matters. Yet, both documents strongly stressed the importance of the parallel pursuit of stronger EU external action initiatives. Notably, the Tampere Presidency Conclusions, stressed the need to conclude partnerships with countries of origin as a top priority for the EU in creating a “comprehensive approach to migration addressing political, human rights and development issues in countries and regions of origin and transit”\(^{42}\), resulting in new EU regulations and directives on migration policies reaffirming the need to respect the individual right to seek asylum\(^{43}\). Since the Tampere Council Meeting, the external dimension of asylum and immigration policies, has become the most dynamic aspect of cooperation. In fact, the Tampere Council agreed on the need to make migration a horizontal, “cross-pillar” issue in EU external relations while starting to include standard readmission clauses in all the agreements concluded with partners\(^{44}\).

Another important step toward the development of a Common European Asylum System (CEAS) is represented by the Temporary Protection Directive, which saw Member States pledge to prevent excessive burden falling on a selected few number of states. This Directive complemented by the European Refugee Fund reveals, however, that the Commission lacks effective power in ensuring the implementation of the solidarity pledged by the EU membership. Despite the absence of real obligations binding Member States,
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the Directive represented the first EU standardization effort providing for the establishment of minimum standards on reception conditions, qualifications for international protection status and procedures to be followed in granting asylum.

After the long evolution of the competences of the EU on migration related matters, which we briefly summarized, three articles on migration and asylum were inserted in the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU) following the signature of the Lisbon Treaty. Notably, Article 77§1 established that the Union should develop policies aimed at gradually introducing an integrated management system of external borders. Article 78§1 states, “The Union shall develop a common policy on asylum, subsidiary protection and temporary protection with a view to offering appropriate status to any third-country national requiring international protection and ensuring compliance with the principle of non-refoulement. This policy must be in accordance with the Geneva Convention of 28 July 1951 and the Protocol of 31 January 1967 relating to the status of refugees, and other relevant treaties.” Finally, Article 79§1 affirms that “The Union shall develop a common immigration policy aimed at ensuring, at all stages, the efficient management of migration flows, fair treatment of third-country nationals residing legally in Member States, and the prevention of, and enhanced measures to combat, illegal immigration and trafficking in human beings.”

The three quoted articles, representing the very first institutionalization of harmonized asylum and migration standards, rebound on the need for the European Union asylum policies to protect human rights both internally and externally. Having agreed on the Lisbon Treaty text, EU Member States must abide by international obligations effectively protecting human rights of individuals when fighting illegal migration, notwithstanding the challenges related to striking the right balance between the respect of human rights and strengthening the security of EU’s external borders. To this end, respect for human rights should be pursued by the EU membership which should protect the individual right to seek asylum and enjoy protection even when enacting measures restricting access to their territories for those individuals with an irregular status.

Having analyzed the treaties and initiatives at basis of the EU asylum and migration regime, it is clear that despite the acknowledgement of the inefficiencies characterizing the EU dispositions and the EU Commission attempts to promote a serious rethinking of the whole system the decision not to undertake more profound harmonization within the EU but on the contrary, the will to settle for the lower minimum standard blocked numerous policy areas, an exemplification of which is represented by the Dublin regime which we will analyze in the following sub-section.

The Dublin Regime and the attempts to modify it

Having retraced the origins of the asylum dispositions present in EU treaties, it appears necessary to introduce the very basis of the CEAS consisting of four specific directives in addition to the Dublin regime and the Eurodac regulations notably (i) on the reception conditions of applicants for international protection, (ii) on temporary protection, (iii) on the recognition and status of international protection and (iv) on the procedures for obtaining that recognition. Along with the Treaties and Directives we mentioned beforehand, when analyzing the European asylum and migration framework it is fundamental to present the very cornerstone of the EU’s asylum policy: the Dublin Regime, which allocates responsibility for dealing with asylum seekers within the European Union.

The Dublin Convention signed as an intergovernmental treaty in 1990\textsuperscript{53} was incorporated in the EU law framework later on in 2003 under the name “Dublin II Regulation”\textsuperscript{52}. The founding principle of the Dublin Regime is that only one member state is responsible for the examination of an asylum seeker’s claim, and normally said responsibility falls to the country of first entry who then becomes in charge of granting the asylum status and the protection guarantees related to it\textsuperscript{53}.

In order to give full implementation to the principles established in the Dublin Regulation, the EU has worked toward the harmonization of the conditions for granting asylum throughout the EU by adopting several regulations. In fact, between 1999 and 2005 the EU produced a series of regulations defining minimum standards in the determination of asylum applications in order to reduce the differences between the asylum systems of different Member States. However, despite the efforts undertaken by the EU since the early 2000s, there is to date no comparable and uniform system within the EU with the outcome of the asylum application highly depending on the country of first entry\textsuperscript{54}.

Nevertheless, the discrepancies of national asylum legislations within the EU are far from being the only deficiency of the Dublin System. The shortcomings of the Dublin regime appeared as early as at the end of the 1990s, considering the dissatisfaction voiced by several Member States. The main reason of divergence within the EU was related to the absence of a specific solidarity disposition included in the text of the Regulation, an omission perceived by frontline Member States as overburdening states receiving the large majority of asylum claims\textsuperscript{55}. Furthermore, when the 2015 crisis erupted, the Dublin Regime additionally demonstrated various insufficiencies notably on (i) excessively burdening those States situated either at the EU external borders or of applicants’ preferred destinations, (ii) the limited implementation of transfers to the effectively responsible Member State when the application is lodged in a different country (iii) the uneven treatment of migrants and asylum seekers in different countries, problematic concerning human rights respect and (iv) superficial consideration of asylum seekers’ specific situations, imposing a final, irrevocable decision on them\textsuperscript{56}.

As we mentioned, the challenges caused by the Dublin System appeared as early as ten years after the entry into force of the Regulation, stimulating the Commission to start exploring the appetite of Member States for a revision of the 1990 Regulation, which appeared to be from the very beginning, highly delicate\textsuperscript{57}. However, despite Member States’ resistance, the economic crisis naturally stimulated the recast of EU asylum legislations aimed at going beyond the common minimum standards of the first generation of asylum legislations in order to develop fully harmonized asylum procedures. Such a rethinking process was strongly supported by the Parliament which, together with the Commission, promoted a deeper harmonization of asylum legislations while Member States perceived less urgency to agree on a new set of asylum regulations\textsuperscript{58}.

The efforts of the EU institutions, resulted in the 2013 Dublin III Regulation substituting the 2003 regime, which did not profoundly modify the status quo, the northern and eastern member states’ positions in the Council opposing any major rethinking of the system\textsuperscript{59}. Despite harsh opposition in the Council, an additional attempt to enhance solidarity amongst Member States in dealing with the refugee flows was launched by the Commission proposing a legally binding relocation scheme for asylum seekers, from EU member states with high arrival numbers to EU countries less affected by the influx. Once again, the
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Commission proposal was largely opposed by the majority of the EU membership\(^60\).

When confronted with the 2015 refugee “crisis” which highlighted the gap between the EU legal asylum system and the national practices of member states, the EU, despite the chronic resistance from several member states, was compelled to engage in a serious process of policy reform. In this context, the Commission proposed a package of reforms under the title “European Agenda on Migration”, including a common list of “safe countries of origin”, plans to install a more efficient EU return policy and strategies to address root causes of migration in Africa.

In its May Communication, the European Commission proposed to trigger the emergency response system envisaged under Article 78(3) TFEU, launching a temporary redistribution scheme for those refugees in clear need of international protection who arrived in Italy and Greece in order to ensure a fairer burden-sharing amongst Member States\(^61\). The Commission’s proposal was followed by the Council Decision of September 14\(^{th}\) providing for the relocation of forty thousand asylum seekers among whom, 160,000 should have been relocated in a two-year period under an “emergency relocation scheme”\(^62\). The emergency relocation scheme was set to become the first step toward a more permanent resettlement policy within the EU. Furthermore, the Commission proposal aimed at ensuring the compliance of the most affected EU member states with the Dublin III Regulation, the envisaged Commission support being conditional on Member States’ compliance with the fingerprinting and registration obligations. In this context, EU agencies such as Frontex, Europol and EASO were meant to support the authorities of frontline member states in fulfilling their obligations under EU law in order to benefit from the proposed relocation scheme\(^63\).

Following the May proposal, the September proposition, followed by another Council Decision, provided for the additional relocation of 120,000 applicants from Greece and Italy to the territory of less exposed Member States\(^64\) respecting a proportion based on GDP, average number of past asylum applications and unemployment rates\(^65\). This proposal implied that each EU Member State would have been assigned a fixed and obligatory quota of asylum applicants under the surveillance of the Commission\(^66\). Finally, in December the Commission proposed the establishment of a European Border and Coast Guard in order to support Member States in securing the EU external borders\(^67\).

Unfortunately, however, in these critical times, the use of the qualified majority in voting on sovereignty-sensitive issues such as the establishment of compulsory relocation quotas, highlighted the extent to which the EU decision-making process on asylum became contested preventing any real modification of the Dublin Regime\(^68\) leaving the Commission 2015 “European Agenda on Migration” proposal without political
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agreement and with no implementation on the ground.\textsuperscript{69}

Notwithstanding the internal difficulties experienced on the acceptance and implementation of the proposals advanced in 2015, the Commission in May 2016 further attempted to modify the existing CEAS. The 2016 proposal, building on Dublin’s founding principle regarding the allocation of responsibility to one clearly determined Member State, acknowledged the need to reform the system by simplifying it and enhancing its effectiveness.\textsuperscript{70} Specifically, the 2016 Commission’s submission aimed at (i) enhancing the capacity to determine the single State responsible for examining the refugee application by removing the cessation of responsibility clause and by speeding up the whole process, (ii) ensuring fair responsibility-sharing amongst Member States by complementing the system with a corrective allocation mechanism which would be activated automatically in case of the asylum seeker applications exceeding one State’s capacities and finally (iii) discouraging abuses and preventing secondary movements of the applicant within the EU.\textsuperscript{71}

However, the development of the “corrective allocation mechanism” also known as the “fairness” mechanism, presents critical aspects. In fact, such provision can only be triggered when a Member State experiences disproportionate pressure on its asylum system – considering a threshold of +150% of the State’s capacities calculated as a proportion between the GDP and number of inhabitants- such overstretching, is unlikely to be effectively reached.\textsuperscript{72} Furthermore, issues are present concerning the protection and respect of fundamental rights of asylum seekers since the proposal contains the possibility of using force to acquire fingerprints. The strengthening of the responsibility for the Member State of first entry vis-à-vis the applicant, who remains unable to decide where to file his or her application, as well as the coercive mechanisms proposed to avoid secondary movements remain major matters of concern.\textsuperscript{73}

The picture we depicted summarizes very clearly the incoherencies and discrepancies faced in attempting to creating a cohesive and effective European asylum framework. Nevertheless, in contrast with the internal blockages experienced in the JHA Council on reforming the Dublin System, the external dimension of the European asylum and immigration policies has developed rapidly and become a key focus of cooperation with third countries aiming at engaging countries of origin and transit in the management of migration flows, emphasizing the importance of extraterritorial control.\textsuperscript{74} In the following section, we will analyze the instruments of this externalization tendency and the tools utilized by the European migration governance in exporting its practices and principles beyond EU membership.

\textbf{1.2. The European Union External Migration Governance}

When analyzing migration governance policies such as external border control, asylum and immigration dispositions, it is important to mention that they have always represented national sovereignty prerogatives as we showcased by analyzing the long-standing refusal expressed by EU Member States to submit them to the scrutiny of supranational entities. However, despite the rather harsh resistance of EU Member States to share their competences on the matter with EU institutions, the EU has progressively developed an external dimension on migration policies based on values and guided by principles as we mentioned in the previous sub-section. This major development, reached through difficult negotiations, remains problematic considering that the EU treaties do not provide for specific dispositions on the matter besides the TFEU
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provision imposing the EU action on asylum to being human rights-based and respectful of the principle of solidarity amongst Member States introduced with the Lisbon Treaty.

The challenges faced by the European Union in developing a coherent and unified migration governance however are not exceptional. In fact, as Philippe Fargues affirmed referring to the absence of international migration regulatory framework, “Migration has become global but there is no global regime to govern the international movement of persons.” The existing international migration regime is indeed complex, multilayered and consists of different types of arrangements while migration law, despite having been codified at the international level to some extent, lacks the international framework ensuring its implementation.

The following lines will be dedicated to the presentation of one of the major EU externalization strategies in dealing with the migratory phenomenon and to the tools used in dealing with migration challenges by cooperating with third countries.

**The European Union External Migration Policy**

Considering the problematic harmonization of asylum-related policies in within the EU, which we presented in the previous sub-section, Member States started actively looking outside their borders in order to address migration issues. A rather impressive form of externalization of asylum procedures consisted in the mobilization of third countries in the control of migration flows to Europe through the adoption of some forms of safeguards such as the “safe-third country rule.”

As Lavenex argued, the use of extraterritoriality as a major tool of European migration governance should be considered less as a new phenomenon than the continuation of the transgovernmental logic of cooperation. In fact, the European attitude on migration and asylum matters highlights the continuity of migration policies stressing the control and the security aspects of migration. In this context, we can understand from one side, the search for policy solutions beyond the territory of the Union assuming the interest of JHA officials in reaffirming their autonomy vis-à-vis the other actors in the domestic and European policy setting. On the other hand, from the perspective of European Institutions, it is understandable how, being less exposed to the electoral pressure Member states’ governments have to deal with, they pursue a more comprehensive approach to migration management than the Justice and Home Affairs Council does.

The European Union’s attempts to export its policies to non-member states, especially neighboring countries, have been conceptualized as “external governance.” On external migration policies specifically, the very aim of the European attempt to widen its area of influence has been the reduction of migration pressure on the EU territory. The cooperation on migration-related matters as a form of external governance promoted and induced by the EU, effectively reinforces European dependency on third countries for the implementation of its own migration policies. This specific factor, as we mentioned in the introduction, is in theory associated with the lowering of EU credibility and consistent implementation of conditionality measures towards partners which become fundamental in securing EU’s external borders.

As a matter of fact, the external dimension has a long history in EU asylum and immigration policies and the early engagement with “safe-third-countries” and candidate countries, reflects the establishment of a pan-European migration regime in which the burden of migration control is shared with non-EU member
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states. Furthermore, this externalization tendency provided for a stable basis to develop common minimum standards for asylum procedures and refugee definition within the EU\textsuperscript{81}.

The external dimension of the European asylum and immigration policy was officially embraced at the 1999 Special European Council on Justice and Home Affairs in Tampere. Since then, cooperation with countries of origin and a stronger EU external action became a primary concern of the JHA Council. Already back then, European policies focused on the repression of undesired inflows of migrants through externalization tools, without taking into consideration the strategical impact that the promotion of preventive and comprehensive approaches addressing the root causes of displacement would have had\textsuperscript{82}.

The externalization of asylum and migration management has also been defined as “remote control,” shifting the \textit{locus} of migration management further beyond the common EU territory. In this regard, conditionality for membership proved to be an effective instrument in several policy fields and has been used by EU Member States in order to promote strict immigration control standards outside the territory of the Union. Notably the enlargement policies and the decision to make the compliance with the EU and Schengen \textit{acquis} compulsory for candidate countries were used as tools to externalize the immigration control beyond the borders of EU Member States\textsuperscript{83}. It is however important to reaffirm that conditionality as a tool to make partner countries comply with EU demands proved useful \textit{vis-à-vis} candidate countries only, its effectiveness in relation to third countries remaining dubious.

The European Union pursued externalization through engaging with third countries in the control of migration flows to Europe because of the several advantages it brings to the EU despite increasing the Union dependency on non-member states. In addition to the cooperation on border control, relieving the burden from EU Member States\textsuperscript{84}, another advantage of the EU external migration policies is the possibility to remove irregular migrants and rejected asylum seekers from the European territory. To this end, the conclusion of readmission agreements with third countries represented an historical instrument the EU used in managing migration that, following the Amsterdam treaty, became a competence of the Community\textsuperscript{85}.

The principles of this practice could already be observed in the 1990 Dublin Regulation, while it was further reaffirmed in Art. 3(3) of the Council Regulation no. 343/2003 which replaced the 1990 Dublin Convention. According to the “safe third country” rule, allowed under the Asylum Procedure Directive, Member States are allowed to deny the examination of an asylum claim and to send the applicant back to a third country where he or she would have the possibility to apply for asylum provided the respect of this third country of basic dispositions of international refugee treaties. Following this first step in the externalization of asylum, the EU started concluding readmission agreements with third countries, engaging with non-member states in controlling immigration toward the EU. This approach was endorsed by the Declaration of the Edinburgh European Council, recommending that member states “work for bilateral or multilateral agreements with countries of origin or transit to ensure that illegal immigrants can be returned to their home countries”\textsuperscript{86}. Further developed the EU externalization of migration control, is exemplified by the conclusion, since the early 2000s, of mobility partnership agreements\textsuperscript{87} which together with the readmission agreements we will hereafter describe as EU instruments of externalization of migrations.

The externalization of migration and asylum policies at the EU level uses various policy instruments among which incentive-based tools, operational and practical support as well as the development of international law and norms. Third countries, when concluding agreements with the EU on migration and asylum related matters, receive operational and financial aid and facilitations for their nationals to travel to EU\textsuperscript{88}. The \textit{modus}
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adopted by the Union however, poses several challenges and limits its implementation considering what we already described as highly problematic: the significant dependency on third countries’ national preferences.

Having defined the European tendency to adopt externalization tools in the management of migration we will now describe the basis of the ENP and specifically of the Euro-Mediterranean cooperation, notably the differentiated approach used by the Union in order to engage with the southern Mediterranean countries and the policy tools developed in the field.

The characteristics of Euro-Mediterranean cooperation: differentiation

The variation in the treatment of partner countries by the EU can be accommodated by the principle of differentiation, a cornerstone of the European Neighborhood Policy. The principle of differentiation introduced by the ENP through the so-called Action Plans has only reinforced the perception that bilateralism takes precedence over multilateralism and regionalism in Euro-Mediterranean relations. The ENP towards the eastern and southern neighbors, opened perspectives for the deeper possible association below the threshold of membership, amongst the partners, expecting cooperation in addressing common security challenges. Furthermore, the ENP included a broader integration strategy mobilizing a wider and diverse set of actors, issues and interests than the foreign policy activities carried out at the level of transgovernmental cooperation.

While the ENP’s formal aim is to improve the balance between the EU and third countries in negotiation giving them more autonomy in JHA cooperation, we can see that its basis does not differ in principle from previous cooperation initiatives. In fact, despite the changes and development, the ENP is based on the EU expectation that partner countries will accept its own structures and values. The main critical aspect of the policy remaining the fact that it could be perceived as further externalizing the control of migration, shifting the boundaries further away from the Union’s territory.

When specifically analyzing the EU engagement with Mediterranean countries, it is important to mention that the differentiation principle was already inserted in the Global Mediterranean Policy launched in 1972 considering the peculiarities of the seventeen Mediterranean countries included in the approach. However, the breakthrough in the EU-Mediterranean cooperation came with the launch of the Barcelona Declaration in 1995 aimed at creating a comprehensive multilateral forum for the whole Mediterranean region by establishing the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (EMP). The Barcelona Declaration included cooperation in three different areas: policy & security, economy & finance and social culture & human. However, the cooperation on political and security matters proved to be more important than the other “baskets” of cooperation from the onset.

Following the Barcelona Declaration, the EU launched the “5+5 Dialogue” with the Western Mediterranean countries in 2001. The Dialogue, representing the most important multilateral cooperation framework in the South, focused on fighting irregular migration and human trafficking while touching upon the issue of immigrant integration and co-development. In this context, the EU has further tried to develop Action
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Plans to support neighboring countries in controlling their borders and accepting the return of irregular migrants found in the EU territories.

It is in 2005, that the EU started reinforcing its efforts to focus on the external aspects of migration by using diplomatic policy tools in order to promote partnerships with non-EU countries99. The current EU migration policy, which aims at avoiding immigration by coordinating the Member States’ border control, restricting third country nationals’ entry requisites and outsourcing the handling of displaced persons to third countries in full harmony with the policy of external migration was launched in 2011 through the Global Approach to Migration and Mobility (GAMM), (COM (2011) 743 Final)100. The initial aim of the GAMM was to move away from the security-dominated approach to migration adopted by the EU; however, the focus of the Approach was quickly reoriented towards a security-based plan aimed at dismantling smuggling networks101.

In June 2016, the Commission released a Communication to the other EU institutions on establishing a new Partnership Framework with third countries under the European Agenda on Migration (COM (2016) 385 Final). The communication addressed specific migratory challenges and the root causes of migration through the delivery of financial assistance to the countries of origin and transit. Building on past experiences, the Commission stressed the importance of increasing high-level dialogues on migration, extending and innovating financial instruments and intensifying the operational mechanisms to fight against smugglers102. According to the specific wording of the Communication the aim of the Partnership would be to:

“[…] deliver coherent EU engagement, in which the Union and its Member States act in a coordinated manner. The EU and its Member States should combine their respective instruments and tools to agree compacts with third countries in order to better manage migration’ (page 17). It also restates the conditionality principle under a different name. Each partner country will be the object ‘of a mix of positive and negative incentives’. More precisely, the partnership relations with each country will depend on ‘the ability and willingness of the country to cooperate on migration management’ (page 17).

The Commission, in the last section of the Partnership Framework Communication, set forward the priority countries of origin and transit that will be EU partners, amongst which Jordan and Lebanon were mentioned as being top-EU priorities103.

Despite the impressive development of several approaches aiming at enhancing cooperation with third countries on migration related issues, major shortcomings can be retraced in the EU attitude. Notably, the diplomatic tools used by the EU, despite representing important instruments to enhance dialogue with third countries, proved to be ineffective in light of the lack of internal EU cohesion. Furthermore, the security tools displayed clearly avoid addressing the root causes of displacement, risking not tackling the very issue of dismantling migratory routes104.

Considering the variety and complexity of the root causes at the basis of human displacement and taking into account the different roles played by different countries in the migration routes, the EU should support the creation of tailor-made cooperation partnerships with non-EU countries105. All in all, despite the existing
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rhetoric revolving around the differentiation principle at the basis of bilateral cooperation with southern Mediterranean countries, such a partnership actually only depends on a handful of legal and policy instruments\textsuperscript{106} which remain Member States’ responsibility\textsuperscript{107}. In the next section, we will therefore introduce Mobility Partnership and Readmission Agreements which represent the basic tools used by the EU in exporting its migration and asylum policies to Mediterranean countries aiming at externalizing the locus of migration control.

**Specific tools of cooperation: Mobility Partnership**

Mobility Partnerships (MP) launched as policy tools by the European Commission in the framework of the GAMM, are negotiated with third countries “having committed themselves to cooperating actively with the EU on the management of migration flows and that are interested in securing better access to EU territory for their citizens”.

Mobility Partnerships, considered as the “main strategic, comprehensive and long-term cooperation framework for migration management with third countries,” take the form of legally non-binding political declarations signed between interested EU Member States, the Commission and third countries\textsuperscript{108}. Mobility Partnerships are concluded with partner countries in order to define a specific framework of cooperation on migration matters, axed along the definition of practical projects that could be implemented\textsuperscript{109} by the parties.

While leaving a certain degree of flexibility in terms of the content, the MPs, display a four-pillar structure for cooperation, based on the specific needs and interests of EU Member States and third countries, on (i) managing legal migration and labor markets; (ii) enhancing the nexus between migration and development; (iii) combatting illegal immigration and smuggling while promoting returns and readmission; and (iv) supporting the effectiveness and capacity for international protection of refugees\textsuperscript{110}.

Mobility Partnerships, as non-binding agreements, are based on the possibility to offer legal migration pathways to partner countries and could be considered to be the EU’s most sophisticated tool in migration policies towards non-EU states. Through agreeing on MPs third countries commit to combating irregular migration movements towards the EU as a result of enhanced cooperation with the EU border agency. In exchange for third countries’ efforts, EU Member States provide opportunities for legal migration from the partner country and commit to facilitate the visa issuance to third countries’ nationals\textsuperscript{111}.

Despite their potential, Mobility Partnerships have only had partial success, due to the limited commitment demonstrated by EU Member States and the lack of real efforts on ensuring legal migration pathways for third countries’ nationals as part of the deal. Furthermore, the EU tendency to dominate the partnership results in the prioritization of the security imperative, engendering the tendency to use a “one-size-fits-all” approach from the EU side which contradicts the differentiation principle and which has proved to be inefficient\textsuperscript{112}.
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Specific tools of cooperation: Readmission Agreements

Another key tool of EU migration cooperation with third countries, is represented by readmission agreements. Partner countries are asked to provide assistance to improve border management, launch awareness campaigns to deter irregular migration and sign agreements allowing the EU Member States to transfer third-country nationals back to their territories. In exchange for these rather important efforts, the EU funds small-scale projects in partner countries, creates circular migration schemes and offers visa liberalization opportunities provided the goodwill of EU Member States.

While readmission agreements must comply with the Geneva Convention and its 1967 New York Protocol on the status of refugees, internal EU regulations and treaties on asylum such as the Dublin Convention and the European Human Rights Convention, the possibility for the receiving state to repatriate anyone lacking proper documentation to be in the country is a major win for EU member states.

The European Commission gained the authority to negotiate and sign readmission agreements on behalf of EU member states once the Treaty of Amsterdam entered into force and readmission agreements have gradually become widely used by the Union in order to combat illegal migration flaws and immigration.

However, clearly enough, the shortcoming of readmission agreements is their asymmetrical nature. In fact, partner countries are expected to meet their commitments while the prospects for them to benefit from EU member states ones are rather limited. Furthermore, the clause imposing on partner countries signatory to readmission agreements, to accept returnees who transited through their territories, nationals of third countries, is rather critical.

It goes without saying that concluding readmission agreements, serving EU interests solely is a challenging exercise considering that their successful conclusion and implementation depends on the “leverage” at the Commission’s disposal. To address this concern, considering the rather limited incentives that can be offered to third countries in the field of JHA, the Commission created financial instruments aimed at supporting cooperation with third countries and linked association and cooperation agreements with migration control policies as established by the Conclusions of the Seville European Council of June 2002.

From what precedes, it is evident that both the Readmission Agreements and Mobility Partnerships are policy instruments leading to the externalization of the locus of immigration control further away from the EU territory while the granting of asylum remains tied to the territory of the Member States. The effectiveness of the described tools depending on third countries’ compliance remains dubious considering the low level of incentives and rewards as well as credibility at the disposal of the EU.

Conclusion

As we analyzed European Union migration and asylum policies entered into the EU’s structure through the Maastricht Treaty and they were partially communitarized in the Treaty of Amsterdam. While the cooperation on asylum and migration remained intergovernmental in nature, it became a matter of “common interest”. Following these early developments, the better governance of international migration
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has definitively become a priority for the EU which has worked toward the establishment of strengthened cooperation with third countries of origin and transit\textsuperscript{119}.

As we have seen, since the beginning of the 2000s, the EU has agreed upon a range of migration policy instruments with third countries such as Mobility Partnerships and Readmission Agreements remaining committed to guaranteeing a certain degree of differentiation depending on the third countries’ specificities\textsuperscript{120}. It is, important to stress the determining role of third countries’ domestic preferences in deciding whether EU external policies successfully work or not, considering its dependence on third countries’ will to cooperate with the Union\textsuperscript{121}.

It appears from our analysis that the EU despite committing to adopting different attitudes toward third countries in relation to national preferences displayed the tendency to dominate the partnerships imposing its interests without considering partners’ ones. Therefore, while we cannot fully confirm the one-size-fits-all postulate the differentiation operationalized by the Union must be critically analyzed in relation to specific cases. Furthermore, the format of both Mobility Partnership and Readmission Agreements follow a template applicable at the broader regional level, making adjustments to specific partners” national characteristics only partial.

As we mentioned, EU migration policies have demonstrated some issues of effectiveness considering the difficulties encountered by Member States in adopting a common legal framework and a clear political objective\textsuperscript{122}. Furthermore, as we recalled, the use of conditionality and softer instruments of influence towards third countries with no credible accession perspective impacted on the EU’s efforts to export its policies and externalize migration control beyond its borders\textsuperscript{123}.

Having defined the legal basis at the core of the European Union action on migration control and asylum related matters, notably the Treaties of Maastricht, Amsterdam and Lisbon as well as having touched upon the cornerstone of the Common European Asylum System, represented by the Dublin Regulation(s) and attempts undertaken by EU institutions to modifying it; we can now launch our analysis of the specificities of the two countries representing the focus of our research in order to answer our research question.

Having analyzed the European Union perspectives and attitudes towards the externalization of migration pressure beyond the borders of the Schengen space through different tools, we can now turn to the domestic legislations on asylum in both Lebanon and Turkey and analyze the agreements concluded between the parties in order to determine whether, understanding the EU’s legal and political stance, cooperation with third countries on asylum related matters depends on third countries internal legislations on asylum or whether it is informed by more general EU’s framework for cooperation.
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Second Chapter

National Asylum Systems: Lebanese and Turkish national and international obligations

Introduction

After the analysis of the European Union’s obligations and objectives on asylum and following the definition of the specific and structurally different tools used by the EU in collaborating with third countries in asylum-related matters, we can now focus on the specificities of partner countries. As our research question postulates, this analysis aims at understanding the extent to which EU cooperation with third countries on asylum policies depends on domestic factors, among which we will focus on national asylum legislations and on third countries’ association status. To gain insight into this question we will substantially explore Lebanese and Turkish asylum frameworks, proceeding towards a comparative study of their respective national legislations to then use the acquired knowledge in analyzing specific agreements between the analyzed countries and determining the EU’s adaptation to national specificities of partner countries.

This chapter clearly shows the interconnected nature of States’ relations with the International Community and the UN agencies while domestic priorities play a major role in determining national asylum policies and protection standards. In fact, asylum policies and regulations, being States’ prerogatives and the expression of their sovereignty, represent a critical aspect of the international cooperation on the matter. Is it possible for external actors to influence third countries’ internal regulations on asylum and if so, to what extent and under which conditions?

In order to respond to this contingent question, we will proceed to analyze national and international obligations of our two case countries, highlighting the major legal instruments adopted to comply with international customary law on protection of refugee populations. To this end we will primarily base our analysis on primary legal sources and their translations when available for the sake of readability.

2.1. Lebanese Legislation on asylum

Lebanon, the largest refugee hosting country, both per capita and per square kilometer, fundamentally lacks consistent national legislations regulating the asylum space while remaining at the margins of the international refugee regime framework. Interestingly enough, the country, despite having actively participated in the establishment of international refugee protection instruments, never abided by them and has strongly resisted any external attempts to influence its national legislation124.

In this section, we will first analyze in detail the national instruments available in Lebanon and then try to determine the international protection principles respected in the country in order to understand in the next chapter, whether the EU takes into account national specificities in concluding EU-Lebanon agreements. As we will demonstrate in the following lines, Lebanon substantially lacks national legislation on asylum and only partially implements international customary principles protecting the status of refugees being a non-signatory to the 1951 Convention.

Lebanese National Legislation

Lebanese national legislation on asylum is limited and somewhat superficial. The existing legal provisions guaranteeing the asylum space in Lebanon are rather weak and do not ensure any stability to the growing refugee population present in the country. The 1926 Lebanese Constitution preamble generally affirms that: “Lebanon is ... a founding and active member of the United Nations Organization and abides by its covenants and by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The Government shall embody these principles.

principles in all fields and areas without exception”\textsuperscript{125}.

In theory, such vague wording could be interpreted as requiring national authorities to enact comprehensive and substantial legislations related to refugees’ protection. However, despite the constitution affirming that, “[…]There shall be no segregation of the people, […] or settlement of non-Lebanese in Lebanon”\textsuperscript{126} the reality in Lebanon is much more problematic for refugee populations.

Despite Lebanon being the country hosting the highest number of displaced persons and refugees, its national government affirms that Lebanon is not a country of asylum, rejecting the local integration of refugees in principle as well as preventing any permanent settlement of foreigners, according to its Constitution\textsuperscript{127}.

As mentioned beforehand, the national system regulating refugee status determination (RSD) and ensuring the asylum space is very limited and refugee protection in Lebanon is de facto regulated by the 1962 Law Regulating the Entry and Stay of Foreigners in Lebanon and their Exit from the Country\textsuperscript{128}. In the absence of a formal and comprehensive domestic legal framework to guide authorities’ treatment of refugees, the 1962 Law on Foreigners sets the basis for the national management of refugees and asylum seekers. The text includes limited references to political asylum, which is dealt with in the sixth chapter of the legislation.

Article 26 affirms that: “[a]ny foreign national who is the subject of a prosecution or a conviction by an authority that is not Lebanese for a political crime or whose life or freedom is threatened, also for political reasons, may request political asylum in Lebanon”\textsuperscript{129}.

Article 27 describes the procedure Lebanese authorities should follow in order to grant asylum: “[…] pursuant to an order made by a committee […] In the event that the number of votes cast for and against is equal, the chair shall have a casting vote. An order made by this committee is not admissible in law and may not be subject to any claim, even that of abuse of power”\textsuperscript{130}.

The impossibility for asylum seekers to contest the Committee decision before the juridical power is worrisome at the very least, but this is not all. In fact, the following article gives the Committee, examining asylum claims the power to arbitrarily “[…] cancel it [asylum claim] at any time or limit it by requiring the person, for example, to remain in a specific place.” Finally, Article 31 seemingly introduce the non-refoulement principle stating that when a political refugee is deported from Lebanon, he or she will not be returned to a country in which “his or her life or freedom is threatened”\textsuperscript{131}.

The 1962 Law Regulating the Entry and Stay of Foreigners in Lebanon and their Exit from the Country explicitly reflects the reticence of the Lebanese authorities to host refugees. Refugee protection not being provided for in formal specific legislations, it is provisionally regulated by immigration laws. De facto, refugees in Lebanon are treated as if they were foreign nationals, and despite the 1962 Law on Foreigners, containing six articles partially addressing asylum matters, which we analyzed beforehand, major protection gaps arise from the lack of proper legal recognition\textsuperscript{132} of the specific states’ obligation vis-à-vis refugees. The deficiency of a thorough asylum system entails the promotion of national ad hoc policies, which can only provide a
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temporary and partial recognition and protection to refugees, incrementing the marginalization of this vulnerable group in the already highly fragmented Lebanese society.\textsuperscript{133}

It results clearly from the very brief introduction to Lebanese national legislation on asylum, that basic and fundamental guarantees to refugees are lacking in the country due to the incompleteness and superficiality of national legislation on the matter. The fact that the 1962 immigration law is the most advanced instrument to ensure minimal protection levels to refugees gives us a sense of the unwillingness of the Lebanese authorities to ensure and eventually enlarge the national asylum space which, as of now, is \textit{de facto} inexistente\textsuperscript{134}.

In addition to the 1962 Law Regulating the Entry and Stay of Foreigners in Lebanon and their Exit from the Country, refugee protection at the national level is based on the Memorandum of Understanding signed between Lebanon and the UNHCR. The text, which will be explored in the next section, accounts as an instrument that once again emphasizes that refugees in Lebanon are not entitled to remain permanently but must be resettled to third countries\textsuperscript{135}, while providing for the acceptance of this national stand by the international community and UN agencies.

\textit{International Obligations}

\textit{The non-ratification of the 1951 Convention}

Lebanon has actively participated in the establishment of the international refugee regime; however, it has long combatted against its description as a refugee country through rejecting the ratification of the major refugee law instruments. At present, Lebanese participation in the international refugee regime is very limited given that the country refused to ratify the Geneva Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 1951, its 1967 Protocol\textsuperscript{136} and rejected to ratify the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons as well as the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness\textsuperscript{137}.

National authorities justify their refusal by affirming that Lebanon \textit{de facto} already implements on a voluntary basis the provisions of both the 1951 Convention and of its 1967 Protocol. Therefore, according to State Officials, the ratification of the Convention would be redundant considering Lebanese obligations as a member of the United Nations and its ratification of several international human rights instruments\textsuperscript{138}. In fact, in spite of not being a signatory of the 1951 Convention the country is bound by the customary principle of \textit{non-refoulement}, defined in the 1951 Convention in its Article 33 as the obligation for states not to “[…] expel or return (“refouler”) a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion”\textsuperscript{139}, as well as by the provisions of other international human rights instruments which, although not specifically, provide for some form of protection for refugees. Among those human rights treaties incorporating some of the provisions expressed by the 1951 Convention, ratified by Lebanon, worth mentioning are the 1984 Convention Against Torture, the 1965 International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child, and the Arab Charter of Human Rights. Furthermore, Lebanon is a party to the 1966 International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights and to the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women\textsuperscript{139}.

The content of those international human rights conventions is incorporated in the national Constitution and prescribe to the Lebanese authorities the application of international standards in order to guarantee the adoption of temporary protection measures enabling the safe admission of refugees, their protection against refoulement as well as ensuring the respect of their basic human rights\textsuperscript{140}. The country’s rhetorical efforts spent in order to defend its national positions on the matter focus on the assertion that Lebanon respects basic protection measures to safeguard refugees, making it de facto abiding by international refugee law instruments\textsuperscript{141}. However, we must take into account the volatile and uncertain nature of these practices, which without being formally formulated and incorporated in national legislations are susceptible to subjective interpretations causing a structural weakness of the national refugee informal protection system.

Memorandum of Understanding(MoU) between Lebanon and UNHCR

The previous sections alluded to the fact that Lebanon not only lacks formal national instruments dealing with the specific status of refugees, using immigration laws instead, but it has also excluded itself from the international refugee protection regime. However, the Lebanese non-ratification of major international refugee law instruments does not imply the complete absence of cooperation with international actors of the refugee protection field.

Following the breakdown of the 1963 UNHCR-Lebanon “Gentleman’s Agreement” which held until the 1990s, the two concerned parties managed to negotiate a more formal deal on their respective obligations and responsibilities in guaranteeing a minimum protection space to refugees\textsuperscript{142}. Considered as a milestone for a non-signatory State of the 1951 Convention, the Lebanon-UNHCR Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has long been negotiated and its signing represented a compromise through which Lebanon finally recognized the right of refugees to remain in Lebanon, if not for a limited period of time. Furthermore, the MoU is central in defining the UNHCR role in the country and its cooperation with Lebanese authorities in the field of registration of refugees and in providing them with access to basic services\textsuperscript{143}.

The MoU prescribes for Lebanese authorities to grant the UNHCR the right to adjudicate claims for asylum and for the Lebanese Government to issue temporary residence permits to asylum seekers\textsuperscript{144}. Despite the temporary nature of these residence permits, they represent the only guarantee refugees have to access basic services in the country. The undeniable importance of those documents, representing a considerable improvement for the conditions of refugees in Lebanon, must however be put into context. The nature of the residence documents, in fact, entitles refugees to very limited protection guarantees and services. They represent fundamental documents in order to access services without granting asylum seekers the right to seek asylum or legally stay under refugee status in Lebanon, leaving them in a very challenging position\textsuperscript{145}.

Normally, those residence permits last for three months, period during which the UNHCR is engaged in reviewing the asylum claims. Once the UNHCR has determined the relevant basis of the claim, the residence permit is extended for an additional six to nine months in order to allow the UN Refugee Agency to find
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durable solutions for the refugee, which normally consist in resettlement to a third country. However, it is highly unrealistic to envisage that the UNHCR would be able to guarantee resettlement to all the refugees who obtained the temporary residence permit in Lebanon and, even in the best-case scenario, refugees are rarely resettled from Middle-Eastern countries within such a tight timeframe.

Furthermore, this MoU poses questions not only on the feasibility of the resettlement commitments imposed on the UNHCR but also on the effective refugee protection it ensures. In fact, it can only be considered as a very first step necessitating further national engagements toward comprehensive legislation on the matter. The wording contained in the preamble of the MoU is particularly worrisome, considering that refugees and asylum seekers are defined as persons “residing unlawfully in Lebanon and submitting asylum applications at UNHCR”. Furthermore, the unwillingness of the State to engage in and allow for a substantial and lawful improvement of the refugee protection status guarantees is clearly sampled in the introduction of the agreement stating that “Lebanon is not an asylum country and the only viable durable solution for refugees recognized under the mandate of UNHCR is the resettlement to a third country”. The MoU not only legitimizes the position of Lebanon not to be a country of asylum, but it also helps introduce the “transit-country concept.” The 2003 MoU clearly reaffirms the “transit-country notion” by imposing very strict time limitations to the residence permits while unveiling the link perceived by Lebanon between ratifying the 1951 Convention and becoming a “destination country”.

Accordingly, the non-ratification of international refugee law instruments combined with the absence of proper national protection mechanisms are only partially overcome by the Lebanon-UNHCR Memorandum of Understanding. This document, as previously mentioned, while ensuring unprecedented legal assurances to refugees, is not enough to eliminate the protection gaps the refugee population has to deal with in Lebanon. The MoU shows a questionable connivance of the UNHCR with the shrinking Lebanese asylum space without enabling the UN Refugee Agency to use its resettlement commitments as a bargaining chip to convince Lebanon to raise its protection standards. Therefore, we cannot properly consider the MoU as a concrete instrument addressing the existing discrepancies between Lebanese refugee policies and international law dispositions.

Furthermore in 2015, the UNHCR had to suspend its RSD activities at the request of Lebanese authorities. This extraordinary measure adopted following the overwhelming Syrian crisis resulted in the worsening of the already complicated procedures Syrians had to go through to have their residency permit renewed.

All in all, analysis shows a rather gloomy picture of what the refugee populations have to cope with on a daily basis. Lebanon has refused to develop comprehensive legislation regulating the residence of refugees on its territory, making it very problematic for such a vulnerable population to reside, access services and integrate in the country. The resistance demonstrated at the national level, in principle refusing the integration and long-term staying of refugees is nothing but the reflection of international ambiguous tendencies adopted by the country. Lebanese authorities remain coherent with their position in refusing the ratification of the 1951 Convention and its 1967 Protocol sustaining that those instruments’ principles are not enough to eliminate the protection gaps the refugee population has to face in Lebanon.

The MoU not only legitimizes the position of Lebanon not to be a country of asylum, but it also helps introduce the “transit-country concept.” The 2003 MoU clearly reaffirms the “transit-country notion” by imposing very strict time limitations to the residence permits while unveiling the link perceived by Lebanon between ratifying the 1951 Convention and becoming a “destination country”.
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The assimilation and management of refugees and asylum seekers as migrants and foreigners in general causes severe questioning on the overall reception system. As for now it appears unlikely that Lebanese authorities will change their attitude toward ensuring a wider asylum space. What is at the core of those political decisions and juridical gaps is the fear Lebanon has to be considered as a destination country by the international community and by populations on the move. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that a number of actors from the civil society and international organizations have filled the gaps of the national government, which supported the delegation of its responsibilities in dealing with refugees in the country. This delegation policy in Lebanon is amongst others based on the high dependency of the country on international funding in establishing refugee reception structures, and the will of donors to inject funding in the country through selected partners rather than through government institutions.

We will then see in the next chapter whether the national asylum space present in Lebanon and its status as a “simple” partner country vis-à-vis the EU has an impact on the form and content of the agreements concluded between the EU and the Lebanese authorities or not.

2.2. Turkish Legislation on asylum

Turkey has been compelled to develop a national legal framework on asylum since the mid 1990s because of the major crisis in the region and its accession process to the European Union. Turkey as one of the largest refugee-receiving countries of the world, is however still struggling with the acceptance of obligations in this regard.

In this section, we will try to unveil the blurred national framework in place to ensure refugees’ protection guarantees are respected and subsequently we will analyze the international obligations, resistances and pressures at stake for a rather centrally-administrated and strong country.

Turkish National Legislation

The first Turkish regulation dealing with migration and asylum related questions was the 1994 Regulation on Foreigners and International Protection (LFIP). In fact, prior to this Regulation, the national refugee framework consisted of secondary legislations such as decrees and circulars issued by the Council of Ministers to relevant branches of the administration and local governments. For instance, until 1994, the Law on Settlement-law number 2510 promulgated in 1934, was the only legal instrument regulating the formal settlement of aliens in Turkey, establishing that only persons from Turkish descent and culture had the right to migrate and seek asylum in the country. A revised settlement law, passed in 2006, confirmed that “the channel of facilitated formal settlement, which also leads to citizenship in a short period of time is still reserved for the individuals of such a group.”

Far from being a complete legal instrument for protection, the 1994 text contains very vague language which favored ad hoc interpretation, and despite representing the funding ground of asylum protection in Turkey, it has been produced by administrative organs and not promulgated by the national Parliament. Therefore, the 1994 Regulation on Foreigners and International Protection fundamentally lacks statutory protection, and not being enacted as a proper law, it could easily be amended through a counter administrative action.

The 1994 LFIP was replaced by a national comprehensive legislation on migration related issues adopted in 2013, allowing persons in need of international protection, who would qualify as refugees if Turkey had not maintained its geographical limitation to the 1951 Convention, to remain in Turkey on a temporary basis.

---
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until their resettlement. The law, adopted by the National Assembly, provides for greater substantive guarantees to people seeking international protection in the country. The 2013 LFIP’s main objective is to regulate the principles and procedures guiding foreigners’ entry into, stay and exit from the national territory while managing the scope and implementation of the protection for asylum seekers in Turkey. Through the new law, the authority to manage asylum proceedings and to govern other protection-related matters shifted to a new agency: the Directorate General on Migration Management (DGMM), whose duties, mandate and obligations are determined and defined in the ruling. Furthermore, the revised LFIP provides specific definitions of refugees defined in its Article 61 as:

“A person who as a result of events occurring in European countries and owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his citizenship and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it, shall be granted refugee status upon completion of the refugee status determination process.”

Despite the definition of refugees being stricto sensu limited to European nationals, the 2013 LFIP grants non-European asylum seekers, limited protection guarantees according to the variety of temporary protection status provided for in the regulation notably (i) conditional refugee status and (ii) temporary/subsidiary protection as well as the possibility for victims of human trafficking or humanitarian situations to temporarily obtain a permit. Those categories of individuals are allowed to stay in Turkey until definitive resettlement opportunities to third countries are found. To this extent, it is crucial to clearly define the wide spectrum of protection status the Turkish government grants to non-Europeans.

Conditional refugees are defined in Article 62 as:

“A person who as a result of events occurring outside European countries and owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it, shall be granted conditional refugee status upon completion of the refugee status determination process. Conditional refugees shall be allowed to reside in Turkey temporarily until they are resettled to a third country.”

Subsidiary protection is granted according to article 63 to:

“A foreigner or a stateless person, who neither could be qualified as a refugee nor as a conditional refugee, shall nevertheless be granted subsidiary protection upon the status determination because if returned to the country of origin or country of [former] habitual residence would: (i) be sentenced to death or face the execution of the death penalty; (ii) face torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; (iii) face serious threat to himself or herself by real, or well-founded fear of indiscriminate violence in situations of international or nationwide armed conflict; and therefore is unable or for the reason of such threat is unwilling, to avail
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himself or herself of the protection of his country of origin or country of [former] habitual residence” 167.

The relatively clear definition of subsidiary protection represents a major development considering that prior policies classified those individuals who did not qualify for refugee status as “guests” 168. Despite Turkey not formally recognizing it, the concept of subsidiary protection is inspired by the definition reported in the EU Qualification Directive (2011/95/EU) 169 proving some degree of Europeanization of asylum policies in the country. Notwithstanding the lack in substance of formal guarantees on the respect of the non-refoulement 170 principle, the 2013 LFIP can be considered as a benchmark, being the first law of its kind in the country, sustaining the efforts to fill the legal gaps in the national protection system providing basic services and assistance to asylum seekers 171.

Following the humanitarian situation taking place in the neighboring Syria, in October 2014, the Turkish government published the Temporary Protection Regulation (TPR) 172 granting provisional protection to all persons fleeing from Syria 173 as per Article 91 of the 2013 LFIP 174. The TPR Article 7 defines temporary protection as:

“[…] The protection status granted to foreigners who were forced to leave and are unable to return to their countries, arriving at or crossing our borders in masses or individually during such period of mass influx, for the purpose of seeking urgent and temporary protection and whose international protection claims cannot be assessed individually 175.

The regulation de facto embodies the basic elements set out in both the UNHCR 1994 Report on International Protection, describing for the first time a temporary protection scheme as well as the principles established in the EU Temporary Protection Directive (2001/55/EC) 176. The Turkish TPR is based on three founding principles: (i) maintaining an open-door policy for all Syrians, (ii) respecting the non-refoulement principle and (iii) entitling Syrians with unlimited right to stay in Turkey 177. According to the 2013 LFIP provisions establishing the influence of the Council of Ministers in deciding on protection status, Turkey provides Syrians with many of the services which would normally be ensured to persons benefitting from international protection guarantees including shelter, food and access to health services 178.

Considering the persistency of a rather important gap between the legal provisions and their implementation on the ground, the TPR does not represent the right instrument to address such inconsistency remaining secondary legislation, and as such not providing the legal certainty that a temporary protection law could have guaranteed. Furthermore, the TPR drafting exercise specifically avoids imposing obligations on the State stressing that assistance and services will be provided as feasible and according to resources 179.
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All in all, the picture we reported demonstrate that Turkish national asylum system is rather weak considering that protection statuses available under national law fail to provide individuals with a sufficient degree of predictability and long-term prospective concerning their stay in the country. The most worrisome weakness of Turkish asylum space is in fact the persistence of major gaps between the \textit{de jure} and \textit{de facto} protection of asylum seekers and refugees\textsuperscript{180}, a reality which is dependent on the limited international obligations Turkey has to respect and which will be the main focus of the following section.

\textbf{International Obligations}

\textbf{Limitations to the 1951 Convention ratification}

At the international level, Turkey is party to the main United Nations, ILO and Council of Europe Conventions including the 1951 United Nations Refugees Convention and its 1967 Protocol, the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families, and the European Social Charter\textsuperscript{181}. According to Article 90 of the national Constitution:

\begin{quote}
“[…] In the case of a conflict between international agreements, duly put into effect, concerning fundamental rights and freedoms and the laws due to differences in provisions on the same matter, the provisions of international agreements shall prevail”\textsuperscript{182}.
\end{quote}

Therefore, in theory there is nothing preventing national authorities from implementing international provisions on asylum and asylum seekers are \textit{de jure} entitled to demand the protection of their rights before Turkish Courts in accordance with international legislations\textsuperscript{183}. Being signatory to the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, Turkey should effectively recognize the right to seek asylum as provided for in its Article 14 paragraph 1:

\begin{quote}
“Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution”\textsuperscript{184}.
\end{quote}

However, Turkey’s instrument of ratification of the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees, as hinted when describing Turkish national legislation on asylum, limits the scope of this major international instrument to European asylum seekers, although clearly the majority of asylum claims received in the country come from non-Europeans.

Despite having signed the text of the UN’s newly created Convention in 1951, the ratification process took Turkish authorities more than ten years and it was finally completed in March 1962, limiting the application of the Convention “only to persons who have become refugees as a result of events occurring in Europe”\textsuperscript{185}.

Turkish adherence to the geographical limitation expresses its long-standing resistance to integrate non-European refugees in the local society\textsuperscript{186} and is justified by national authorities’ discourse highlighting the “challenging experiences in the region”\textsuperscript{187}. It is clear that subsequently full-fledged refugee status is available to a handful number of individuals and that the set of social and economic rights to which asylum seekers
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and refugees are legally entitled to is far from being sufficient and fundamentally lacks implementation on the ground.

**Turkish relations with UNHCR**

Fortunately, the disposition providing for the status of “refugees” to be strictu sensu reserved to European asylum seekers is only partially implemented. In fact, thanks to the possibility for the UNHCR to operate and conduct RSD in cooperation with the Turkish authorities, the applicability of the geographical limitation is less strict in practice than in law. The presence of the UNHCR in Turkey dates back to 1960 and according to the 1994 Council of Ministers Regulation, the UN Agency is in charge of conducting refugee status determination activities for those populations recognized as refugees from the Turkish government but who will not be resettled within its borders, due to the application of the geographical reservation to the 1951 Convention. Consequently, refugee status in Turkey is jointly determined by the UNHCR and the Turkish Ministry of Interior, provided that accepted non-European refugees do not integrate locally but resettle to third countries instead. It is interesting to note that UNHCR presence and ability to work in Turkey is slightly different compared with its presence in the other countries of the region. Notably, the UNHCR operates through the Turkish government; a peculiarity underlying the strength of the central control exerted over migration and displaced populations. Furthermore, no trace of an official Memorandum of Understanding between Turkey and the UNHCR can be found. The lack of official public documents related to the respective obligations of national authorities and the UN Refugee Agency is consistent with the Turkish tendency towards opaque migration and refugee policies. As a matter of fact, the only available document on the Turkey-UNHCR relationship is a letter from 1960 in which the Turkish Prime Minister enables the UNHCR to establish a representation in the country.

Regardless of its rather ambiguous role at the national level, the UNHCR seems to support Turkish policies and regulations, notably the Temporary Protection Regime which we presented in the previous section. The UN Refugee Agency supportive attitude may depend on its de facto central role in the national asylum system despite its very limited and weak legal position.

**Turkey accession process to the European Union and EU influences**

The intensification of relations between the EU and Turkey and the emphasis put by the Union on external action in the development of common immigration policies have led to stronger cooperation in this area. The accession process to the European Union has certainly played a fundamental role in incentivizing the Turkish government to develop a comprehensive asylum system. As a candidate for EU membership, Turkey is in fact expected to adapt its asylum system, adopting the EU acquis.

Therefore, starting from 1999, when Turkey reached a turning point in its process for accession to the European Union, the country started introducing new laws. According to the 2001 Accession Partnership Document (APD) produced by the Council of the EU, alignment in the field of asylum should be ensured.

---

activities aiming at the lifting of the geographical limitation to the 1951 Convention will be initiated and asylum status granting as well as access to basic services will be provided to refugees and asylum seekers.\textsuperscript{196}

The Turkish government, created a special task force in order to comply with the EU \textit{acquis}, producing the "Strategy Paper on Activities Foreseen in the Field of Asylum within the Process of Turkey's Accession to the European Union" in 2003. Furthermore in 2005, an Action Plan on asylum and migration was adopted, aiming at improving the national asylum legal framework\textsuperscript{197} at the request of its counterpart through making national asylum system compatible with the EU \textit{acquis}. In 2008, a revised Action Plan was published providing for the creation of a formal asylum law by 2012\textsuperscript{198}. However, despite recognizing the need to create a national comprehensive legislation on asylum, the National Action Plan does not include any reference to the application of the principle of \textit{non-refoulement}\textsuperscript{199}, showcasing once again the resistances of the central Turkish authorities to limit its sovereignty on asylum matters, even when its membership to the EU is at stake.

Another problematic matter regarding the export of EU asylum policies and norms towards the candidate Turkish state concerns the lifting of the geographical limitation to the 1951 Convention which would account as the most revolutionary step toward the creation of a comprehensive asylum space in the country. On the matter, Turkey is committed to lifting it only once full membership will be achieved\textsuperscript{200}, using the lifting of the geographical limitation as a bargaining chip \textit{vis-à-vis} EU's unilateral demands.

Building on the theoretical premises we introduced at the very beginning of our study, the Turkish case represents a critically important test to determine the impact of Europeanization in candidate countries. First of all, it is important to highlight that EU's priority in convincing Turkey to abide by its \textit{acquis} is the need to enforce border control and migration management, the interest in promoting human rights and asylum reforms beyond EU’s borders remaining secondary\textsuperscript{201}. As defined by Guild in fact, the EU externalizes its internal security projects towards candidate countries affecting their approach towards migration\textsuperscript{202}. Therefore, it is clear that considering EU’s dependence on Turkish good border-management and migration control the Union’s credibility, resulting in an inconsistent use of conditionality, could suffer also considering the uncertain timeframe within which adaptation will be rewarded and taking into account the unclear promise for membership\textsuperscript{203}.

All in all, we can affirm that major development at the national level has been achieved on the promulgation of regulations and legal frameworks dealing with asylum. Those efforts have been produced by a correlation of international pressures and national necessity to deal with increasing numbers of refugees.

However, those timid improvements did not represent a definitive turning point for Turkey to finally unleash the geographical reservation to the 1951 Convention or to bridge the gap between the \textit{de jure} and \textit{de facto} implementation of the new dispositions. Not even the promise to finally join the EU gave Turkey the incentive to recognize non-Europeans as refugees. On the contrary, it served the central government to reaffirm its strength, independence and negotiating advantage even \textit{vis-à-vis} the European Union.

Having depicted in details the national asylum framework implemented in Turkey, we will hereafter consider the implications of the strategic role of Turkey for the EU efforts in externalizing migration, the candidate status of the country together with its vague national asylum framework in determining the EU’s conclusion of agreements with the country. In the Turkish case, not only national legislations but more importantly its
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accession process will prove to play a determinant role in defining the degree and type of EU’s engagement with the country.

Conclusion

Following our in-depth analysis of the Lebanese and Turkish legislations on asylum we can compare our findings, highlighting the major differences and peculiarities displayed by the two countries which will be of use when approaching the practical implications of national legislations in the conclusion of agreements with the EU.

Lebanon, as we mentioned beforehand, is non-signatory to the 1951 Convention and its 1967 Protocol; therefore, it does not have to comply with international major rules of protection. However, the country has to abide by international customary principles notably non-refoulement and other dispositions, which are applicable to refugees as Lebanon has ratified several international treaties. The country’s skeptical attitude toward the 1951 Convention is justified on one side by the fact that national authorities claim their de facto compliance with the relevant dispositions, making the formal ratification of the Convention redundant, and on the other side by the fear of being identified as a destination country when ratifying the international instrument. However, this resistance of the national authorities does not imply the complete isolation from the international community in protecting refugees.

In fact, the UNHCR is allowed to work in the country according to its mandate, and such cooperation has been formally finalized in 2003 with the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding between Lebanon and the UN Refugee Agency. This agreement represents the backbone of the Lebanese reception framework considering that national legislation on the matter is scarcely developed. As a matter of fact, Lebanon’s only legislative act dealing with asylum is the 1962 Law on Foreigners, a migration law in fact, which contains few articles on asylum specifically. According to Lebanese legislation, the term refugee refers solely to asylum seekers present in its territory, who will be granted asylum status to third countries through resettlement.

On the impact of the EU on Lebanon, the fact that we did not mention it in the relevant section clearly confirms the fundamental lack of direct efforts carried out by the Union in making Lebanese authorities conforming with its rules. Despite historical links with Lebanon, their geographical proximity and Lebanese strategical role as major origin and transit country for migrants, with no membership perspective there does not seem to be such a phenomenon as the Europeanization of Lebanon204.

Summing up the non-ratification of the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees and the inexistence of national specific legislation on the matter, we can affirm that major protection gaps persist in the country for the growing refugee population. Notably, the limited access to services and to basic protection guarantees make it very hard for refugees to settle in the country, which is highly committed not to facilitate or endorse any kind of integration of these populations in the national society.

On the other hand, Turkey, as we analyzed in the previous section, has ratified the 1951 Convention. Nonetheless, it has insisted on maintaining a geographical limitation, granting full refugee status to European nationals only. Such limitation is very critical considering that Turkey receives asylum application from non-European nationals mostly.

However, over the years, the country developed a system granting some kind of protection to non-Europeans through the Law on Foreigners and International Protection. The disposition grants temporary protection status to specific categories of people. However, serious questions remain open on the effective implementation of such dispositions and on their uniform application throughout the country. For instance, the fact that asylum space is granted through secondary legislation is not ideal considering that protection could be restrained by any other contrary administrative act. In the Turkish case-study, we noticed that some incentives to enlarging and securing the asylum space in the country were given thanks to the influence of the European Union which encouraged the candidate country to finalize some internal reforms on the matter. The influence of the European Union, of which limited traces could be found in framing Lebanese

204 Ibid., pp. 433-434.
internal legislation on asylum, will be further analyzed in the next chapter when comparing bilateral EU-third countries treaties.

Notwithstanding some advancement in providing for temporary protection opportunities, the situation of refugees in Turkey remains critical, lacking *de facto* implementation of basic guarantees on the ground and avoiding the full and long-term integration of such a population in Turkish society.

The differences between the two countries are clear; however, some major convergences can be drawn. In fact, despite one country not being integrated in the formal international protection framework and the other partially abiding by it, both of them are dealing with significant numbers of asylum seekers and refugees in their territories. Neither Lebanon nor Turkey is willing to envisage long-term solutions and integration for the refugee populations, and both states are dealing with this issue through incomplete and superficial legislative measures that do not provide enough guarantees to those vulnerable populations. Furthermore, the two countries also share the preference for *ad hoc* approaches, which substitute the development of a more structured and stable system of reception.

The European Union does not seem to significantly influence Lebanese authorities in improving legislations on asylum while the EU does play a role in Turkey, where reforms were undertaken in order to comply with the EU Acquis on Migration and Asylum. This is of course dependent on the different status the two countries have *vis-à-vis* the EU: Lebanon is a third country inserted in the European Neighborhood Policy while Turkey is a Candidate State to Accession.

Therefore, framing our analysis in light of our research question, considering the rather weak asylum systems of both countries we can assume that whether the EU will prove to adopt a differentiated approach towards the two countries, national legislations will not account as the explicative variable of such an attitude. At this stage, we could affirm that leaving aside political and geopolitical implications, which are not the object of this study, the European Union exerts a deeper influence on a country more sensible to its leverage, in light of its accession status and which has ratified international instruments.

While we will further expand on whether the approach adopted by the EU in dealing with the two countries could be summarized as “one-size-fits-all” or whether it considers country-specific legislations and peculiarities, it appears already from this section that the accession status is a relevant factor in determining EU’s engagement with third countries’, their national legislation on asylum not representing a determinant factor for a successful EU policies’ export.
Third Chapter

In practice: analysis of EU-Lebanon and EU-Turkey agreements on migration and asylum

Introduction

The following chapter aims at analyzing the specific agreements in place between the European Union with both Lebanon and Turkey in order to determine whether the national legislations and policies discussed beforehand played a role in shaping the content and format of EU cooperation with the analyzed third countries on asylum-related matters.

Firstly, we will analyze the EU-Lebanon cooperation framework aimed at determining whether the Lebanese non-compliance with international instruments of refugee protection together with its status as a third country vis-à-vis the EU affects the engagement method used by the European Union: a context-specific approach or a broader encompassing strategy. The same rationale holds true for the analysis of the EU agreements with Turkey while considering, however, the distinctive status Turkey has vis-à-vis the EU as an accession candidate. We will make use of several primary sources and some secondary literature to understand the implications of the different phases of cooperation amongst the parties.

The analysis does not claim to be completely exhaustive from a historical point of view, but targets only the sources relevant to the understanding of the agreements concluded by the parties on migration and refugee matters. Nonetheless, there is a need to introduce some basic historical cooperation mechanisms in order to enable the readers to appreciate the basis on which the cooperation on migration builds upon.

3.1. European Union-Lebanon Agreements

The European Union Member States had historical ties with Lebanon, especially France, and formal cooperation between the Union and Lebanon dates back to the 1960s, when the two parties concluded a Trade and Technical Cooperation Agreement; yet, in regard to migration matters, the two parties began to cooperate at the onset of the 2000s in the framework of the European Neighborhood Policy. Lebanon became one of the sixteen countries with which agreements were concluded in light of the newly designed ENP.

More recently, Lebanon has emerged as a state that could “keep migrants away” from the West, becoming a strategic partner for the European Union. Therefore, the EU has scaled up its partnership with the Lebanese authorities on security and migration matters considering the significant refugee movement toward the continent. The Lebanese government has welcomed this renewed cooperation, which has allowed for extra equipment and funding in return for a more vigilant border management and reception of refugees, while the European Union has pursued a more realist agenda focused on its own main interest of securing its external borders.

In this section, we will focus on the agreements concluded between the EU and the Republic of Lebanon and their implications on migration and asylum cooperation. We will, therefore, propose an analysis of several agreements, highlighting the major priorities in order to monitor the evolution of a consequent partnership between the two parties. In line with the main purpose of this contribution we will then determine whether the cooperation between the EU and Lebanon was affected by the previously examined
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national dispositions on asylum or whether the EU discounted them in its relations with a non-EU and non-candidate country.

_The EU-Lebanon Association Agreement (AA)_

In January 2002, the European Union and its Member States concluded an Association Agreement with the Republic of Lebanon seeking to highlight the historical links and common values between the two parties in order to establish stable relations based on reciprocity, solidarity, partnership and co-development\(^{208}\). The Association Agreement represents the formalization of strong relations between the EU and Lebanon and it entered into force in its entirety in 2006 only, after the 2005 Lebanese Government approval to its country’s participation in the European Neighborhood Policy framework.

Specifically, the Association Agreement contains a chapter on “Dialogue and Cooperation in the Social Field,” that covers, as Article 64 develops, “[…] issues related to: (i) the living and working conditions of migrant workers, (ii) migration, (iii) illegal immigration and (iv) schemes and programmes to encourage equal treatment between Lebanese and Community nationals, mutual knowledge of cultures and civilizations, the furthering of tolerance and the removal of discrimination”\(^{209}\).

While the wording remains rather vague, the cooperation on migration between the two parties is further explained in the chapter on “Cooperation for the prevention and control of illegal immigration.” In fact, Article 68 outlines a cooperation preventing and controlling illegal immigration by, for instance, committing to readmit nationals illegally present on the Lebanese territory and vice versa. Article 69 deepens such cooperation by opening the possibility to negotiate bilateral agreements regulating specific readmission of the respective nationals and “[…] if deemed necessary by any of the Parties, [negotiating] arrangements for the readmission of third country nationals”\(^{210}\).

In the 2002 Association Agreement, social cooperation dispositions, among which we find few specific articles on migration, represent a rather minor number, the focus of the whole document being very clearly oriented toward trade and financial cooperation. However, it is important to put the 2002 Association Agreement into context. The EU-Lebanon Association Agreement was concluded as part of the EU’s Mediterranean policy and it is one of a series of similar texts establishing partnerships between the EU and several States of the Southern bank of the Mediterranean Sea, representing therefore only one aspect of a wider EU strategy toward the Mediterranean region as a whole.

_The 2007 Action Plan_

Following the entry into force of the 2002 European Union-Lebanon Association Agreement, the Lebanese Authorities in cooperation with the EU produced a document aiming at implementing the commitment undertaken by the parties in the Association Agreement: the Action Plan. We will hereafter proceed to describe the evolution of the commitments undertaken by the parties and analyze the advancement or stagnation of the implementation of the obligations concerning migration-related issues as provided for in the Action Plan.

The 2007 Action Plan is the first of its kind and followed the entry into force of the AA in 2006. The Action Plan was published in January 2007, giving new impetus to bilateral relations in the framework of the European Neighborhood Policy. This political document covering a timeframe of five years, aimed at laying out the strategic objectives of the cooperation between the two Parties while encouraging Lebanese national reform objectives and further integrating them into European and social structures\(^{211}\).

The Action Plan, signed one year after the end of the 2006 Lebanese-Israeli War, underlined the important objective of restoring Lebanon’s full sovereignty and territorial integrity while committing to finding
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solutions to the Palestinian refugee issue. The priorities laid out in the document reflect those agreed upon in the AA. For the purpose of our analysis, it is significant to mention that the Action Plan gave particular relevance to the establishment of:

“[…] a comprehensive human right strategy, including protection of rights of minorities, marginalized populations and non-citizens” and of an “improved cooperation on the management of migratory flows and dialogue on visa issues”212.

Furthermore, the Action Plan determines that the two parties will:

“Start developing a comprehensive protection system, in line with international standards, to process and follow up on asylum applications”213.

From the content of the text we examined, it seems that the EU influence on Lebanese position on refugee status is rather weak, at this point in time, considering that despite the abovementioned timid dispositions, the 2007 Action Plan, does not include the word refugee except when referring to Palestinian populations, unveiling the main purpose of the document: cooperating on migration and border management primarily which seems not to be undermined by Lebanese weak national legislations on asylum.

The 2013-2015 Action Plan

Following the Arab Spring uprisings, the European Union perceived the urgency of developing a new approach toward neighboring countries with the goal of enhancing rapid development, substantial reforms and consolidate healthy democracies. This revised EU approach, which was designed in collaboration with third countries amongst which Lebanon, was based on mutual accountability and shared commitments to the universal values of human rights, democracy and the rule of law214.

The second EU-Lebanon Action Plan, developed within the framework of the ENP, was designed to cover a timeframe of three years during which the parties agreed to focus on a limited number of commonly-determined, priority objectives. Furthermore, in order to support the full implementation of the commitments agreed upon in the Association Agreement, the 2013-2015 Action Plan defines benchmarks and indicators outlining the specific process and tools leading to the achievement of each priority objective providing for the specific steps enabling progress assessment215.

Amongst the priorities outlined in the document, the one that is most relevant to our study concerns “Human rights and protection of vulnerable populations, including Palestinian refugees, by legislation or other adequate measures and targeted actions”. In order to achieve such a goal, the 2013 Action Plan provides for:

“ The improvement of the status and living conditions of vulnerable populations, including refugees, ‘displaced persons,’ asylum seekers, stateless persons, domestic workers, migrant workers, disabled, each according to their specific status; commitment to the principle of non-refoulement, of refugees and asylum seekers according to the UN Convention Against Torture and other cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, and according to international custom; and monitoring of the implementation of non-refoulement”216.

The indicators that will be taken into account in monitoring the improvements and advancements of the commitments contained in the Association Agreement are “[…] legislative, regulatory, or other measures and targeted actions taken: asylum conditions and protection of refugees/displaced persons improved in line with international standards including through the MoU currently being negotiated with UNHCR; aggregate data on the processing and follow up of asylum applications; situation of stateless persons re-
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The relevance of the 2013-2015 EU-Lebanon Action Plan to the extent of our study is the fact that, for the first time, Lebanon accepted a language stressing the importance of improving the standards and living conditions of vulnerable populations, including refugees. In fact, as we mentioned beforehand, the previous Action Plan did not even include the words refugee or asylum seeker; the only reference to refugee status strictly allowed being in relation to Palestinians. Furthermore, the references made in the text to the need for Lebanon to improve national legislation on asylum according to international standards represents, at least in theory, the breaking down of one of the major taboos the EU-Lebanon relations had been subject to.

Finally, in the 2013 Action Plan, specific dispositions are agreed upon concerning Palestinians and their protracted presence in the Lebanese territory, recognizing the importance of broadening their employment opportunities while coherently with the previous Action Plan, enhanced cooperation on migration management and on prevention of illegal migration is recognized as a priority for the Parties.

This 2013-2015 Action Plan represented a fundamental step in the EU-Lebanese relation on migration considering that it was the first document in which a clear reference to refugees and asylum seekers was made, independent of their nationality. The Action Plan reflected mutual commitments in order to ensure the improvement of the Lebanese asylum space, the promotion of legal reforms in Lebanon and finally, it focused on the need for the EU to develop a robust legal aid system.

Initiatives undertaken in response to the Syrian situation

In order to allow for a better understanding of the following cooperation initiatives undertaken between the EU and Lebanon it is central to mention the international response to the Syrian situation and its implications for Lebanon. As a matter of fact, in 2015 the international community composed of a wide range of stakeholders together with the Lebanese Government launched the Lebanese Crisis Response Plan (LCRP) aimed at adopting a coordinated approach to receiving Syrian refugees. The document sought to ensure humanitarian assistance and protection for the vulnerable Syrians, strengthening the capacity of local actors in delivering services and enhancing the resilience of Lebanese hosting communities. The LCRP wished to emphasize the role of the Lebanese government in leading the response while reaffirming the country’s preference for the voluntary return of displaced Syrians as the only viable durable solution for the displaced population.

The first Lebanese reaction to Syrian mass displacement has been typical considering Lebanon national context which is characterized by weak institutionalism, competing political strategies and informal transactions among the elites. Therefore, on one hand, the State’s policy of delegating refugee management to local and international actors has yielded positive outcomes in terms of social cohesion. On the other hand, the absence of monitoring and central ownership has resulted into uncoordinated refugee reception strategies resulting in inconsistent cooperation on the ground.

Considering the protracted nature of the Syrian displacement, the London Conference was held in 2016. This additional initiative, brought together States’ Officials, UN Secretary General and the leadership of other International Organizations as well as representatives from the civil society in order to renew the International Community’s engagement in improving the situation on the ground. The main aim of the Conference was for participants to pledge their financial support for the protracted Syrian crisis, while
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voicing great appreciation to the Lebanese authorities for the hospitality given to Syrians fleeing their home country, despite national economic difficulties. As a matter of fact, the international community generally praised the country’s “generosity and resilience” and despite some criticisms from experts defining the Lebanese response as “the policy of non-policy,” Lebanese open-border approach and its general respect of the principle of non-refoulement are commendable.

Specifically, during the Conference, Lebanon called on the International Community to maintain its commitment to support Lebanese efforts, while launching a new vision of the national strategy to manage the temporary and ongoing stay of Syrians. Lebanon voiced its commitment to find a balanced solution, cautious of international obligations of non-refoulement focused on “anticipating the safe return of Syrian nationals to their home country, in order for them to contribute effectively in the reconstruction and economic development of Syria.”

As we will analyze in the following sections, the London Conference “commitments” are institutionalized by the Lebanon-EU Partnership Priorities and Compact, making this few preparatory lines noteworthy.

The 2016-2020 Lebanon-EU Partnership Priorities

In 2015, the European Union proposed the Revised European Neighborhood Policy focusing on the implementation of a new phase of engagement with third countries enhancing the sense of ownership of the process by both sides. This new approach is exemplified by the “partnership priorities” format, which represents the key point of reference for the development of partnerships through the agreement on a limited set of targeted priorities. According to this new way of working promoted by the EU, the EU and Lebanon have agreed to consolidate their historical partnership through jointly defining a set of priorities for the period 2016-2020 with the aim of strengthening Lebanese resilience and stability while trying and addressing the protracted situation caused by the Syrian conflict.

The Document published in 2016 “Lebanon-EU Partnership Priorities, A renewed EU-Lebanon Partnership (2016-2020),” focuses on the common challenges faced by the two Parties linked to the Syrian crisis and aims to uphold Lebanon as a model of moderation for the entire region. The Partnership Priorities, while focusing on addressing urgent challenges, represent a continuum with the historical cooperation between the EU and Lebanon.

Amongst the agreed upon priorities, which should be considered as interlinked and mutually reinforcing, are: (i) Security and countering terrorism, (ii) Governance and Rule of Law, (iii) Fostering Growth and Job Opportunities, (iv) Migration and Mobility and (v) Mechanisms for dialogue and mutual coordination.

It is interesting to note that on the fourth priority “Migration and Mobility” the two Parties negotiated a joint declaration launching a Mobility Partnership aimed at enhancing cooperation in migration and mobility matters in order to enable Lebanon to strengthen its capacities to manage both regular and irregular flows of migration with a particular focus on ensuring that the nexus between migration and development is
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reinforced\textsuperscript{231}. However, at present, despite the Commission’s commitment to advance the negotiations on the EU-Lebanon Mobility Partnership\textsuperscript{232}, a format used by the EU in its relations with other Middle-Eastern Countries and which we analyzed in the first chapter, have not yet been finalized and, therefore, this specific point of enhanced cooperation only exists on paper\textsuperscript{233}.

In addition to those priorities, the two parties agreed on the importance of “face[ing] the humanitarian crisis with a comprehensive approach.” To this extent, both Lebanon and the EU agreed on the fact that the only sustainable long-term solution for refugees and displaced persons from Syria into Lebanon is their safe return to their country of origin when conditions for such a return are met. Therefore, the parties agreed to strengthen their cooperation in order to both improve the conditions in Syria and advocate for Lebanese interests to be taken into account in international fora. Lebanon furthermore committed to implementing the new approach launched at the London Conference on managing the temporary and ongoing stay of Syrians displaced into its territory to mitigate the pressure of the Syrian mass influx on the country without being prejudicial to neither the interests of the country and of the Lebanese citizens nor to the refugees’ needs\textsuperscript{234}.

2016 EU-Lebanon Compact

In 2016, when the EU and the Republic of Lebanon agreed on the “Partnership Priorities” they also negotiated an annex to it: the “Compact” aimed at guiding the two parties’ efforts to improve the living conditions of both Syrian refugees in Lebanon and other vulnerable populations amongst which Lebanese hosting communities. Through the Compact, the EU proposed a comprehensive support package combining several policy elements within EU capacities, building on the Partnership Priorities. The Compact, intends to bolster EU-Lebanon cooperation over the period 2016-2020, supporting the stabilization of the country, providing a safe environment for refugees and displaced persons from Syria, increasing the resilience of the Lebanese national structures and allowing for their needs to be addressed in an effective, dignified and fair manner\textsuperscript{235}.

On the financial side, the Compact includes a minimum EU contribution to Lebanon of 400 million Euros for the year 2016-2017 and additional funds that will be made available for the remaining years of the Compact’s timeframe. This funding is independent from the bilateral funds already planned to be provided to the Country and it will be used amongst other to support the Lebanese strategy “reaching all children with education 2016-2021”\textsuperscript{236}.

It is important to note that Lebanese authorities committed to try and ease the temporary stay of Syrians who fled the war through continuing to find ways to facilitate the streamlining of regulations governing their stay according to Lebanese laws. The weakness of the Compact remains the fact that it does not establish any binding commitment for the two parties, representing a declaration of intent more than anything else while avoiding any reference to the integration of Syrian refugees in Lebanese society\textsuperscript{237}.

Without changing the Lebanese positions in considering the Syrians who fled the war as displaced persons and without denying Lebanese strategic goal to reduce their number and ensure their safe and full return to
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Syria, this Compact represents a prise de conscience from the Lebanese side on the importance of committing to addressing the mass influx. On the EU side, while major gaps on implementable measures remain present in the text, it is certain that the ambitions behind it are relevant. In fact, several EU interests are at stake in Lebanon: first of all, the ideal result of the activities proposed in the context of the Compact would be for Lebanon to continue hosting large numbers of refugees so that a minimal number would continue their journey toward Europe and finally, the security dimensions are significant considering that the migration crisis constituted a clear field of cooperation between the two partners.

Following the analysis of the formal cooperation between the European Union and Lebanon on asylum and migration related matters, we can safely affirm that the relations between the two parties are a cornerstone for the EU management of migration despite Lebanese incomplete asylum system. Initiated formally through the launching of the European Neighborhood Policy, the EU and Lebanon concluded an Association Agreement, touching upon the cooperation for the prevention and control of illegal immigration through amongst other the implementation of a readmission agreement between the two parties. However, financial cooperation and trade were the very reasons for the conclusion of such an agreement.

In 2007, the Action Plan signed between the EU and Lebanon aimed at implementing the commitments undertaken by the two parties in the AA. The Action Plan represented an important turning point considering that the Lebanese government agreed on developing a comprehensive protection system, in line with international standards, to process and follow up on asylum applications. Nevertheless, both the Association Agreement and the Action Plan represent rather weak instruments, their declaratory nature not allowing for serious implementation on the ground. It is after the 2011 Arab Spring that the EU, in the framework of the renewed ENP, launched a new approach toward its neighboring countries. In this light, the EU and Lebanon signed a second Action Plan covering the years 2013-2015 focusing on a limited set of agreed priorities.

Once the Action Plan achieved its expiration, the EU proposed a new format of cooperation with Lebanon through the establishment of the “Partnership Priorities” and its annex the EU-Lebanon Compact. The focus of cooperation presented in both of those new instruments is of course, the mass influx of Syrian refugees in Lebanon. The compelling interests of the two parties respectively the EU will to ensure that Lebanon manages its borders avoiding the displacement of those Syrian populations toward Europe, and the Lebanese commitment to ensure the respect of the interests of hosting communities while advocating for the need to create the conditions for voluntary return, clearly impose cooperation from the two sides.

From what we have analyzed, the importance of the cooperation between the EU and Lebanon is plain; two parties pushed by different interests are aware of the benefits of a stable cooperation. Despite the EU not trying too hard to make Lebanese legislation on asylum become more comprehensive, or its inability to do so, the cooperation between the two parties has not stopped.

Probably in view of the fact that Lebanon is only a third country, inserted in the neighboring policy of the EU, without any vocation to accession, the EU could not influence the country's legislations on asylum. Despite this lack of legislative influence, the EU provision of both funding and technical assistance represents a major asset in the relations between the two parties. Very rationally and realistically, the EU and Lebanon found a common ground for cooperating on asylum-related matters because of the EU need for a reliable neighbor, capable of managing its borders and preventing asylum seekers to continue their journey toward Europe, and Lebanese need for funding and development aid.

The specific national legislation on asylum which as we previously analyzed is incomplete at best, did not prevent the EU from engaging with Lebanon. On the contrary, Lebanon has always been inserted in the Neighborhood and Mediterranean policy of the Union. In this context, having an informed understanding of national legislations, we can confirm that our hypothesis is partially verified in the Lebanese case. In fact, while the accession status seems to play a relevant role in framing the EU-third countries cooperation, the
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internal factor we focused on, notably national legislative framework on asylum, does not play a discriminant role. Notably, having analyzed the Lebanese case, it is clear that the EU adopts a regional strategy, only partially adjustable to the specific partner country’s preferences.

The conclusion of Association Agreements, Action Plans and Partnership Priorities Document between the EU and Lebanon, are in fact to be considered as part of the wider EU ENP strategy. The Union proposes a template to partner countries, a predetermined format in the framework of which, national preferences can be partially taken into account. As presented in the theoretical part, therefore, in practice as well, there is no unique explication to the EU’s export of policies which could be largely assimilated to a “one-size-fits-all” strategy leaving some margin of maneuver to be adapted to national specificities.

We will now analyze the Turkish case and comparatively draw conclusions considering the distinctive association status possessed by the country.

3.2. European Union-Turkey Agreements

The relations between Turkey and the European Union started half a century ago, when in 1959 Turkey sought cooperation with the European Economic Community (EEC). The formal cooperation between the two parties was realized in the framework of the Ankara Agreement signed in 1963 and which according to its preamble was meant:

“[…]to ensure a continuous improvement in living conditions in Turkey and in the European Economic Community through accelerated economic progress and the harmonious expansion of trade, and to reduce the disparity between the Turkish economy and the economies of the Member States of the Community.”

Following the implementation of the Agreement providing for the establishment of a progressive “Custom Union” between the parties formally set up in 1995, Turkey filed its application to join the EEC in 1987. Ten years after Turkish application, it was defined as eligible to join the EU and at the Helsinki Summit in 1999 the European Council gave Turkey the status of candidate country on the basis of the Commission’s recommendations. However, it was only two years later, in 2001, that the European Council adopted the EU-Turkey Accession Partnership Document (APD) consisting in a roadmap for Turkey’s accession to the EU. According to the APD, Turkey was expected to adopt EU’s restrictive migration policies while committing to respect international standards of refugee protection.

Turkish authorities, adopted the National Program for the Adoption of the Acquis (NPAA) in order to align national legislations to EU regulations. In the same year, the Commission decided to increase the deployment of funding supporting the Turkish efforts to align with the EU Acquis through the pre-accession instrument (IPA).

While membership talks started in 2004, the European Council having declared Turkey sufficiently fulfilling the criteria for opening accession consultations, the real negotiations were launched in 2005. Complications shortly arose following Turkey’s refusal to apply the Additional Protocol of the Ankara Agreement to Cyprus, which resulted in the freezing of the whole accession process. Since then, discussions on sporadic chapters of the accession negotiations were held in 2010, 2013 and 2015 without significantly advancing the

accession process\textsuperscript{245}, the Turkish refusal to lifting the geographical limitation on the 1951 Refugee Convention remaining the most critical aspect of harmonization attempts\textsuperscript{246}.

Despite the relevance of the historical implications of the European Union relations with Turkey, in the interest of our research we will not study in details the rich set of cooperation agreements between the two parties. Having set the ground on the historical and controversial nature of the cooperation between the European Union and Turkey, in this section we will focus on the agreements the two parties concluded on migration and asylum matters only, after having described two elements central to the negotiations between the two parties: the 2013 EU-Turkey Readmission Agreement and the Visa Liberalization Dialogue.

\textbf{Readmission agreements}

Readmission agreements are normally associated with migration policies, intending to facilitate the return of those foreigners who do not have the right to legally stay in a third country. In line with the EU Return Directive entered into force in 2008, EU Member States as well as Norway, are required to either regularize the status of or issue a return decision to, any third-country national illegally staying in their territory; for instance, asylum seekers whose applications have received a negative response or migrants who do not have the right to stay in the country. However, the EU Directive alone cannot achieve its aims since cooperation with countries of origin or transit is essential in order to carry out returns. Therefore, the EU has been actively negotiating with origin and transit countries readmission agreements, offering important incentives to third countries, in order to enhance this type of cooperation\textsuperscript{247}.

Since 2003, negotiations on the EU-Turkey Readmission Agreement have been on the table; however, they were only signed a decade later by the EU Commissioner for Home Affairs, Cecilia Malmström, and the Turkish Minister of Interior\textsuperscript{248}. The main objective of the EU-Turkey readmission agreement is to establish procedures for rapid and orderly readmission by each side of the persons who entered and reside in the territory of the other side irregularly\textsuperscript{249}. The Readmission Agreement, on a fully reciprocal basis, stipulates that for instance, Turkey is required to readmit every third country nationals who transited through Turkey on his or her way to the EU and “who do not or who no longer, fulfill the conditions for entry to, presence in, or residence in\textsuperscript{250} the EU. While EU countries have to continue examining individual asylum claims, the Asylum Procedures Directive allows EU-Member States to deem an asylum application inadmissible when the asylum seeker could have received protection in a third safe country or when the asylum applicant already received protection in a third country, notably the first country of asylum. In those circumstances, provided the existence of a readmission agreement with a safe-third country or with the first country of asylum, the applicant can be returned to such a State\textsuperscript{251}.

Leaving aside the questions arising from the EU Asylum Procedure Directive\textsuperscript{252}, the implementation of the Readmission Agreement is clearly overburdening an already stretched and ambiguous asylum system. Considering the responsibilities, the Readmission Agreement imposes on Turkey, the country has been concluding readmission agreements with countries of origin in order to relieve pressure from national reception capacities. It could appear that Turkey ultimate intention is in fact, to create a chain of readmission agreements based on Turkey’s acceptance of returnees from EU countries while subsequently returning
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those individuals to their countries of origin or transit\textsuperscript{253}. This “return chain” leads to potential major human rights and international law breaches that could imply the legal responsibility of all the countries involved in the process. However, those human rights issues did not prevent Turkey from concluding readmission agreements with Syria, Greece, Kyrgyzstan, Romania, Ukraine, Pakistan, Russia, Nigeria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Yemen, Moldova, Belarus and Montenegro in 2016\textsuperscript{254}.

Finally, we can safely affirm that the Readmission Agreement between Turkey and the EU is controversial on the implicit acceptance from the EU of Turkey as a safe place for refugees. According to EU law, a country must fulfill several criteria in order to qualify as a “safe third country.” Notably, it must enable asylum seekers to request refugee status and to receive protection on the national territory, respect the principle of non-refoulement and prohibit the expulsion in violation of the right to freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment as defined by international law. Considering those provisions and having analyzed Turkish asylum framework, it appears rather dubious that Turkey could be considered as a safe country for refugees\textsuperscript{255}. However, despite the safe third country argument, the readmission agreement represented a fundamental negotiation ground for the two parties to scale up their cooperation.

\textit{The Visa Liberalization Dialogue}

Another important component of EU-Turkey relations is represented by the Visa Liberalization Dialogue which followed the negotiations of the Readmission Agreement. The Visa Liberalization Dialogue, launched in 2013 parallel with the signature of the Readmission agreement, was crucial at that time as it was its inclusion in the EU-Turkey Statement. According to the Dialogue, aiming at eliminating the visa obligation imposed on Turkish nationals travelling to the Schengen area, visa liberalization will be achieved once the criteria and priorities set out by the “roadmap towards a visa-free regime with Turkey” are respected. This document lists the requirements to be fulfilled by Turkey in order to allow the Commission to present a proposal based on solid grounds to the Council and the Parliament to amend the Council Regulation (EC) No 539/2001\textsuperscript{256} listing the third countries whose nationals must be in possession of visas when travelling to the EU and those whose nationals are exempt from that requirement\textsuperscript{257}.

The roadmap toward a visa-free regime with Turkey contains five basic obligations with seventy-two criteria. The main areas in which Turkey will have to undertake legislative and administrative reforms in order to establishing a secure environment for visa-free travel are: (i) document security, (ii) migration and border management, (iii) public order and security and (iv) fundamental rights\textsuperscript{258}. The Roadmap contains \textit{inter alia} the obligation to effectively implement the EU-Turkey Readmission Agreement in order to guarantee border and migration management while ensuring the respect of basic human rights and the conducting of asylum procedures in line with international standards\textsuperscript{259}.

The visa liberalization process represented the condition sine qua non to convince Turkey to implement the readmission agreement, which could be suspended if the visa obligations are not implemented toward Turkish citizens in a reasonable timeframe\textsuperscript{260}. The Commission through the Instrument of Pre-Accession
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Assistance (IPA), committed to supporting the implementation of legal reforms and the building of administrative capacities deemed to be useful to comply with the Roadmap. However, the Commission’s assessment of Turkish compliance with the dispositions of the roadmap\(^261\), carried out three times to date, have not resulted in the lifting of visa obligations for Turkish nationals\(^262\).

### 2015 EU-Turkey Joint Action Plan

Turkey has historically been a country of asylum. More recently, since the breakout of political turmoil in its near abroad the country has started to receive thousands of asylum applications each year\(^263\). The continuous influx of people seeking refuge from the torn region of the Middle East made Turkey become the country hosting the highest number of refugees of the world. The implications of the important presence of refugees in Turkey have clear consequences for the European Union which\(^264\) proposed the draft text of the “EU-Turkey Joint Action Plan” on the 15th of October 2015. The Plan was designed in order to strengthen the cooperation between the two parties in terms of both supporting Syrian nationals enjoying international temporary protection and managing migration to respond to the crisis\(^265\) while helping Turkish host communities.

The Joint Action Plan defined three ways to respond to Syrias’ displacement: (i) addressing the root causes leading to the massive influx of Syrians, (ii) supporting Syrians under temporary protection and their host communities in Turkey and through (iii) strengthening cooperation to prevent irregular migration flows to the EU. The monitoring of the implementation of the Joint Action Plan would be assessed by both the EU Commission and High Representative as well as by the Turkish President, who established a EU-Turkey high-level working group on migration\(^266\).

A month after the Joint Action Plan was designed, during the EU-Turkey Summit, the Heads of State of the EU Member States met with their Turkish counterpart, deciding to formally activate the Plan, while deciding on additional measures to be adopted concerning migrants not in need of international protection. To this extent, the two parties decided to implement the bilateral readmission dispositions determined in the readmission agreement and started returning those migrants who were not in need of international protection to their countries of origin\(^267\).

The European Union in the context of the Joint Action Plan committed to providing additional financial aid to Turkey, liberalizing short stay visas to Turkish nationals and to the relaunching of negotiations on Turkey’s accession process to the EU, frozen since 2006. Notably on the financial aid matter, major criticisms were raised considering that the Action Plan, as a political declaration based on the principle of *do ut des*, appeared to be a rather weak legal foundation to justify the additional budgetary contributions to Turkey. As a matter of fact, the 3 billion Euros pledged by the EU followed a special procedure to be deployed, without passing through the EU Parliament approval stage, being provided through Member States’ budgets in order to avoid any kind of impartial control on the maneuver\(^268\).

---


On the Turkish side, the Government committed to limiting the arrivals on its territory through closing its borders with Syria and suspending the right to obtain visas for Syrian nationals coming from Lebanon and Jordan while further engaging in the full implementation of the LFIP269. Furthermore, Turkey in line with the Joint Action Plan accepted to keep the refugees already present on its territory improving their reception and registration conditions in collaboration with the EU. Finally, Turkey accepted to implement several bilateral agreements with both transit and origin countries in order to ensure the readmission of irregular migrants while further cooperating with Frontex in order to fight against smugglers enhancing the control of its borders270.

The focus of the Joint Action Plan being to combat illegal migration, implicitly affected the persons that could be considered as refugees, raising major questions on its compatibility with the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and the basic standards it sets on the legal status of refugees271.

2016 EU-Turkey Statement

Building on the 2015 EU-Turkey Joint Action Plan, on March 18th 2016, the EU and Turkey produced a statement to end the irregular migration flows from Turkey toward the EU272. The statement, harshly criticized by civil society organizations and human rights defenders, aims at stopping irregular flows but it also intends to introduce a relocation mechanism through the “backdoor,” providing for the relocation of 72,000 Syrian refugees from Turkey to the EU on a voluntary basis273, a EU commitment that should not be underestimated.

The main elements of this statement, which has long been abusively called “agreement,” are the return to Turkey for all the migrants who did not qualify for the refugee status and who arrived in Greece from March 20th as well as the “1 for 1” mechanism. According to this 1 for 1 principle, for each Syrian returned to Turkey from the Greek Islands, the EU will accept the relocation of one Syrian living in Turkish camps. Turkey, on its side, committed to engage in doing everything in its power to avoid the creation of any other illegal migration route in exchange for the lifting of the visa obligations for Turkish citizens, providing that all the criteria established in the roadmap are met by June 2016.275 The EU further committed to opening the accession negotiations on Chapter 33 on financial and budgetary provisions, which in accordance with the statement started on June 30th of the same year.

In order for the EU-Turkey statement to be implementable, both Greek and Turkish legislation had to be modified. In fact, the Greek legislation must recognize Turkey as a “safe third country” while Turkey legislation must grant effective access to asylum procedures to any individual in need of international protection.277. The return of all the irregular migrants from Greek Islands to Turkey will be exerted according to international and EU law commitments and will serve as a powerful deterrent to future migrants and smugglers.

---


Charging Greece of major operational efforts, the statement boosted the cooperation between Greek and Turkish authorities who acted quickly in order to ensure the operationalization of the so-called agreement\textsuperscript{279}. Notably Greece introduced a new law in April 2016 containing the principle of “third safe country” and “first country of asylum” in order to facilitate quick and individual asylum procedures to be carried out. Turkey, few days after Greece adopted the new law, modified its legislation in order to enable returned Syrians to access temporary protection regime, despite their “illegal departure” from Turkish territory. Despite those legal adjustments, the main concern remains the effective protection measures available in Turkey\textsuperscript{280} and the legal basis of both the content and the format of the statement\textsuperscript{281}.

To this extent, the statement has been analyzed by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) through a proceeding that highlighted its controversial legally binding nature. The Court, in fact, determined that the Statement represents a political act that does not account as a legal agreement concluded by the EU institutions\textsuperscript{282}. According to the judgment of the CJEU, the statement is a document aimed at preventing irregular migrants from reaching the EU while establishing a resettlement mechanism based on the transfer of one vulnerable Syrian from Turkey to the EU “for every irregular Syrian being returned to Turkey from Greek Islands.” Therefore, the Court conclusion confirmed the European nature of the statement in the sense that it was a EU Member States-Turkey “agreement” which never put any legal obligations on the EU institutions\textsuperscript{283}.

All in all, the EU-Turkey statement has allowed the EU to experiment the most effective strategies allowing to strike the right balance between responsibility and solidarity, to ensure resilience in order to face future crises while combating the migratory pressure by eliminating pull factors and secondary movements. Despite the statement might be respecting international and EU obligations, fighting abuses and supporting frontline Member States\textsuperscript{284}, it has however been criticized on the basis that it may create the illusion of trying to solve the irregular migration and human trafficking issues and assisting Syrians seeking asylum\textsuperscript{285} without providing any long-term solutions.

Despite the harsh criticisms received, the EU channels, confirmed that the Statement delivered results notably in breaking the business model of smugglers exploiting migrants and refugees while decreasing the numbers of deaths at sea\textsuperscript{286}. Effectively, even the UNHCR data confirms that a month after the implementation of the statement, the arrivals in Greece had dropped by 90\%\textsuperscript{287}. Furthermore, according to the EU, the pace of resettlement from Turkey to Greece based on the 1 for 1 mechanism is considerably advanced compared to the returns from Greek Islands a trend which has put additional pressure on the reception facilities of Greek Islands while remaining clearly insufficient considering the 72,000 resettlement places initially pledged by the EU. On the other clauses of the statement providing for the establishment of a humanitarian admission scheme and the reopening of the accession process little progress has been achieved\textsuperscript{288}. Also, with regards to the visa liberalization commitments, the EU Commission proposed to the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union to lift the visa requirements for Turkish
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nationals, amending the Council Regulation (EC) No 539/2001\textsuperscript{289}, understanding that Turkey will fulfill as a matter of urgency, as agreed on 18\textsuperscript{th} March, the outstanding benchmarks of its Visa Liberalization Roadmap\textsuperscript{290}. However as of today, no further progress has been achieved toward the liberalization of travelling to the EU for Turkish nationals despite Turkish fulfillment of 65 out of the 72 benchmarks provided for in the Dialogue.

Despite the aim of the statement being the breaking of the business model of the smugglers, offering migrants alternative pathways in order to reach Europe, its implications are much more controversial. It would seem that the promises advanced by the EU when negotiating the statement could not be respected in practice considering the substantial lack of solidarity and burden sharing experienced within the EU.

After thorough analysis of the agreements signed over the years between the European Union and Turkey on migration, we can confirm that the European Union’s influence on Turkish national legislations and policy is rather important while it is counterbalanced by the Turkish strategic position in securing EU external borders.

The accession process Turkey has been a part of since the late 1980s, certainly represents an important factor in encouraging Turkey to engage with the EU and to comply with EU legislations. However, we should not underestimate the important bargaining chips Turkey can use when negotiating with the European Union. Especially starting in 2015 when the refugee crisis hit an unprepared EU, the strategic importance of reinforcing the partnership with Turkey became clear in Brussels.

As we mentioned in the previous sections, the 2015 Joint Action Plan as well as the 2016 EU-Turkey Statement represent the importance the two parties reciprocally attach to each other, pushed by different interests. The two documents, as well as the EU-Turkey general cooperation on migration-related matters is based on the need from the EU side to ensure that its South-Eastern neighbor manages its borders, preventing the departure of migrants and asylum seekers, while Turkey, understanding its strategic importance for the EU security, negotiates further mobility liberalizations for its citizens and further commitment to advance in the accession process in exchange for its role as “guardian” for the Schengen space.

While both the 2015 Joint Action Plan and the 2016 Statement may seem necessary and justifiable from a pragmatic standpoint, they remain controversial from the legal prospective if we take into account the rules and principles of international refugee law and the EU’s principles and regulations on asylum, refugees and migrants. It is very clear how the EU in its cooperation with Turkey aimed at achieving collective security disregarding to some extent the legal principles the EU and its Member States embraced, notably the right to find asylum\textsuperscript{291}.

Especially concerning the EU-Turkey statement it is unfortunate to assess that the EU did not try to ensure the legality of the deal and did not put in place any kind of monitoring of Turkish commitments on the treatment of refugees and migrants. Furthermore, the EU could have pushed for Turkish elimination of the geographical limitation to the 1951 Geneva Convention as a condition for the establishment of the cooperation\textsuperscript{292} which was not done.

Despite Turkish obligations toward the adoption of the EU \textit{acquis} on migration and asylum, the country realized its strategic importance in containing migrants and asylum seekers from reaching Europe and


therefore it used such asset as a bargaining chip in relating to the EU. In fact, Turkish legislation on asylum, as we mentioned in the previous chapter is far from being complete and in line with EU obligations.

However, this national specificity did not stop the EU from deeply engaging with the country, by making important financial concession and promises in relation to the accession process to Turkey. The cooperation between the parties is very unique however, this specificity, does not depend on national legislations. Turkey, in fact is treated as a candidate country, every agreement being specifically negotiated for the Turkish case.

The accession status therefore seems to play a discriminant role in ensuring that the EU takes into account national specificities despite weak and incomplete national legal frameworks. While the EU uses the accession process as its bargaining chip, it has given a lot of importance to Turkish strategic positioning. In fact, in addition to financial aid, the EU committed to resettle asylum seekers to EU territories, which represent an important concession to Turkish authorities. While the tools used by the EU toward Turkey are very specific, readmission agreements also are used. In the Turkish case, therefore we can confirm that the EU adopted a specific approach regardless of the opaque asylum framework present in the country.

Conclusion

After having analyzed the different agreements concluded by the European Union with Lebanese and Turkish authorities, we can try and underline the main differences and similarities of the approaches the EU used to enhance partnerships with third countries on asylum-related matters, drawing a final answer to our research question.

The European Union’s relations with Lebanon have a long history and the partnership between the two parties has become strategically central following the 2011 turmoil in the Region when Lebanon’s “containment” role has become necessary to the EU. The cooperation on migration-related issues began formally with the conclusion of the 2002 Association Agreement in the framework of the European Mediterranean Policy. In this context, the two parties negotiated a readmission agreement and agreed on enhancing cooperation in the field of combating illegal migration. The Association Agreement clearly oriented toward the improvement of the financial and trade cooperation between the parties was followed by the 2007 Action Plan. The document, conceived in line with the ENP objectives, aimed at operationalizing the commitments undertaken in the AA while enhancing the cooperation on migration and border management. The document refers to the need for Lebanon to develop a comprehensive protection system in line with international obligations while the EU does not seem to have neither the leverage nor the tools to push Lebanese authorities to engage in this internal legislative reform process. The following 2013-2015 Action Plan defined a more rigid framework for cooperation providing for indicators and benchmarks to be periodically assessed. The relevance of this second action plan is notably that Lebanese authorities, for the first time, accepted language referring to the need to improve the living conditions of vulnerable populations amongst which refugees. In 2016 after the realization of the protracted nature of the Syrian crisis deeply affecting Lebanon and following the revision of the ENP, the EU and Lebanon agreed on Partnership Priorities. In this document, the two parties agreed on strengthening their cooperation in order to improve the reception conditions of Syrians while supporting hosting communities. Annex to the Partnership Priorities document the two parties agreed on the 2016 EU-Lebanon Compact through which the EU engaged with Lebanon proposing a comprehensive support package to the country.

In the context of a deepening partnership between the two parties it is nevertheless important to note that the political leverage exerted by the EU when advancing legislation reform proposals to Lebanon was not strong enough to convince national authorities to widen the national asylum space. In fact, the EU’s attempts to open conversations on the standards of protection for refugees were rejected by Lebanon, unwilling to engage in such negotiations\textsuperscript{293}. Furthermore, the fragmented domestic political landscape in Lebanon as well as the influential role of Hezbollah have determined a rather cautious approach of the EU, from one side in need of the cooperation of Lebanese authorities while hesitating on the level of engagement with them from the other.

The national legislation on asylum, which we analyzed in detail in the previous chapter, did not prevent the EU from engaging with the partner country despite it having a weak asylum regime. The EU strategy
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towards Lebanon respond only partially to the differentiation mechanism. In fact, the agreements concluded between the parties do not differ in substance from the ones concluded by the EU with other countries in the region and can be understood in light of the ENP and EMP strategy. Therefore, while we found that the EU adapts to some extent to the needs and preferences of national authorities, Lebanese asylum legislation was not considered as a determinant factor in defining the agreements, the EU security interests seeming to matter most.

With regards to Turkey, the relations between Brussels and Ankara have an even longer and deeper history than the ones with Beirut. Notably, in 1995 Turkey filed its application to join the EEC and four years later it was granted the status of candidate country by the European Council. Turkey’s status vis-à-vis the EU is rather unique compared to its neighboring countries and, being a candidate country to enter the Union, Turkish authorities demonstrated to be more subject to the influence of the EU on modifying the national legislation on asylum.

Despite the Turkish efforts undertaken in order to comply with the EU acquis, the EU-Turkey relations have proved complicated due to several challenges notably on the increasing migratory pressure. In fact, despite the implications of the candidate status of the country, as we analyzed in the previous section, the negotiating power of Turkey should not be underestimated considering the strategic implications for the Union of the Turkish cooperation. The strength of Turkish authorities in negotiating with the EU could be spotted in the negotiations for the readmission agreement. While the EU managed to make Turkey sign the deal, Turkish authorities made its implementation conditional on the starting of negotiations on the Visa liberalization. The liberalization of short-term visas for Turkish nationals pending Turkish fulfillment of the requirements contained in the roadmap, is a constant element of the EU-Turkey agreements on migration which we could identify as the conditionality applied by the EU.

Considering the important numbers of refugees hosted in Turkey and the security and strategic implications for the EU, in 2015 the two parties signed a Joint Action Plan aimed at strengthening the cooperation between the parties while supporting Syrian nationals enjoying international temporary protection and improving the managing of migration flows. The cooperation included amongst others, scaling up of financial contributions from the EU side to support Turkish management of refugees and border controls. Finally, in 2016 Turkey and the EU concluded a statement in order to stop irregular migration flows to Europe. The Statement was harshly criticized by the civil society and contested on its very legal basis, though it contained some important measures, notably the 1 for 1 mechanism. The EU, in fact, committed to resettle a refugee living in Turkish camps for every returned illegal migrant who entered Greece through Turkey. The resettlement provision inserted in the statement is a rather important concession from the EU side considering the tense internal climate on resettlement mechanisms.

The EU-Turkey Statement, exemplifies the long-lasting challenge affecting EU migration policies: member states are unwilling to undertake responsibility in managing migration within and beyond the EU and therefore the EU promotes solutions implying the reliance on third countries. Furthermore, the tendency of EU member states to privilege security-oriented approaches, aiming at closing the external borders of the Union avoiding addressing the instabilities at the border proved inefficient in managing the displacement of people.

Despite Turkish national legislation on asylum not being compatible with the EU acquis, and despite the engagement of Turkish authorities in adopting EU rules on asylum being still pendent, the EU engaged with Turkey on a different level compared with Lebanon. In fact, EU-Turkey agreements are very unique and do not follow the one-size-fits-all strategy. However, this tailor-made strategy is not due to national legislations but on the contrary, to the accession status of Turkey and the geopolitical strategical importance it has to the EU.

All in all, considering the main differences of the two third countries analyzed in this contribution we can affirm that the EU engagement is deeper depending the accession status of its partners while the internal


legislation on asylum does not seem to prevent Brussels to engage with third countries. The EU exerts a deeper influence on Turkey than on Lebanon considering that it could promise to reopen negotiations on the accession process in exchange for Turkish better border management and externalization of asylum. Lebanon, less implicated in the EU policies can safely refuse pressures on widening its national asylum space.

However, as we noticed the partnership of the EU with third countries is not imbalanced as one could imagine. In fact, the EU found itself to be more and more dependent on the goodwill of southern neighbors to cooperate on migration related matters, allowing them to be in the position to demand more proving conditionality to be only partially useful. We noticed therefore that if a third country can demonstrate its resilience vis-à-vis EU pressure, it can exert significant power on determining the bargaining chips the EU could offer.\textsuperscript{296}

Conclusion

This study sought to understand whether the EU adopts a one-size-fits-all approach toward third countries or whether it considers national specificities in engaging with partners, on the basis of specific theories of Europeanization and EU policy export.

The findings of our research confirm the theoretical characteristics we highlighted in the very first part of this analysis. In fact, effective and successful Europeanization does not follow a unique strategy; on the contrary, it follows a mixture of the two aforementioned approaches by partially taking into account national peculiarities of third countries in the context of a broader regional approach. The patterns observed in this study suggest that the EU only partially takes into account national specificities when engaging with partner countries, framing the partnership in the framework of broader regional-cooperation mechanisms. Furthermore, while national legislations in third countries proved not to be determinant factors in defining the type of EU engagement with partners, their association status represents a fundamental factor influencing the different strategies adopted by the Union.

After the analysis of the EU’s legal framework and policies on asylum related matters, the study of our two case-countries’ national legislations and the screening of specific agreements concluded between the EU with Lebanon and Turkey respectively, we can respond thoroughly to our research question.

As we mentioned in the first chapter of our research, the European Union has faced important difficulties in developing common and harmonized asylum policies. In fact, Member States visibly prefer to keep migration and asylum cooperation at an intergovernmental level without delegating responsibilities on the matter to EU Institutions.

Despite the sovereignty-sensitive issue represented by asylum, EU Institutions have succeeded in implementing important efforts in order to strengthen the harmonization of asylum policies among Member States while enhancing cooperation with the countries of origin and transit. This progress is indicative of international migration becoming an EU priority.

As a matter of fact, the externalization efforts conducted by the EU proved to have a more consequent impact than state-level attempts to homogenize asylum policies. As we witnessed, two of the most widely used instruments at the disposal of the EU in engaging with third countries are Mobility Partnership and Readmission Agreements, which play a fundamental role in cooperating on migration related matters. Their effectiveness and utility have laid the foundation for this approach to be used as a sort of template in managing similar, future situations. Both of these tools were designed in order to guarantee a certain degree of differentiation taking into account third countries’ specificities while displaying a standardized format. Although publically the EU affirms its commitment to adapt and adjust to partner countries’ preferences, in practice it displays the tendency to dominate its partnerships by imposing its interests without considering its partners’.

In reality, the inconsistent use of differentiation when engaging with third countries is not the only shortcoming of EU’s externalization efforts. The EU’s exportation of its policies and agreements are handicapped in so far as they highly depend on third countries’ goodwill in implementing them, and it is complicated further when accounting for the impact that not having EU membership aspirations can have.

Hence, from the onset of this study, it became clear that at the very least it is not possible to fully confirm the one-size-fits-all postulate. Notwithstanding, the differentiation operationalized by the Union must be critically analyzed in relation to specific cases. Having defined the legal basis at the core of the European Union action on migration control and asylum related matters, as well as having touched upon the cornerstone of the Common European Asylum System, represented by the Dublin Regulation(s) and attempts undertaken by EU Institutions to modify it, we proceeded to analyze the specific legal asylum frameworks of the two countries representing the focus of our research in order to answer our research question and determine whether or not the EU’s cooperation with third countries on asylum-related matters depends on their internal legislation on asylum.
The analysis of the legislations of both Lebanon and Turkey represented an important step of our analytical proceeding. Focusing on national asylum-related legislations gave us the advantage of working with a matter closely associated with state sovereignty, thus this area provided us with an appropriate litmus test to evaluate the EU’s strategy in engaging with its partners. That is to say, whether or not the EU takes into account its allies domestic preferences – in this case relating to asylum – when defining cooperation.

The analysis depicted a rather gloomy picture for asylum seekers and refugees in both Lebanon and Turkey. The former, for instance, is not a signatory to the 1951 Convention and does not have to abide by the major norms on protection, although it is bound to complying with the customary principle of non-refoulement. The resistance demonstrated by Lebanese authorities is explained by their fear that by ratifying the Refugee Convention, the country could be identified as a destination country for refugees, a scenario which Lebanon is determined to avoid at any cost. While refugees are defined in Lebanon as persons who will receive the protective status in a country other than Lebanon, Lebanese authorities have signed a MoU with the UNHCR allowing the UN Refugee Agency to work in the country. Hence the role of the UNHCR in Lebanon is fundamental in ensuring basic guarantees to asylum seekers considering that not only has Lebanon not ratified the 1951 Convention, but its only legal instrument dealing with asylum is its 1962 Law on Foreigners, a migration law containing few articles on asylum specifically. However, despite UNHCR work in the country, major protection gaps persist, making protection guarantees for the growing refugee population very limited.

Turkey, on the other side, has signed the 1951 Convention while, however, maintaining a geographical limitation granting full refugee status to Europeans only. Despite this major de jure shortcoming, de facto the country developed a national system granting some kind of protection to non-Europeans through the Law on Foreigners and International Protection. Nevertheless, the fact that asylum space is ensured through secondary legislations is rather worrisome. Discounting the relatively opaque asylum legislation present in the country, the EU deeply engaged with the candidate state, pressuring national authorities to finalize some reforms on the matter.

All in all, what resulted from the analysis of the asylum space in both Lebanon and Turkey is that the two countries, while displaying distinctive features on both the asylum legislations and on the association status they have vis-à-vis the EU, also present some commonalities. For instance, neither Lebanon nor Turkey is willing to envisage long-term solutions and integration for the refugee populations, and both states are dealing with this issue through incomplete and superficial legislative measures that do not provide enough guarantees to those vulnerable populations. Furthermore, the two countries also share a preference for ad hoc approaches, which substitute the development of a more structured and stable system of reception.

While the EU does not seem to influence Lebanese authorities in modifying their national dispositions, it does play a role in Turkey. This difference is due to the different status the two countries have vis-à-vis the EU: Lebanon is a third country inserted in the European Neighborhood Policy while Turkey is a Candidate State to Accession.

From what we analyzed it appears that considering the rather weak asylum systems of both countries, whether the EU will prove to adopt a differentiated approach towards the two case-countries, national legislations will not account as the explicative variable of such a strategy. In fact, our analysis provides strong evidence on the fact that the EU exerts a deeper influence on countries that are more sensitive to its leverage in regard to their accession status and which have ratified international instruments of refugee protection. In other words, the accession status of third countries seems to play a relevant role in determining the EU’s approach, while national legislation on asylum does not seem to be relevant in determining the European Union’s type of engagement.

After having conducted the in-depth analysis of national legislations we proceeded to study the existing agreements between the EU and Lebanon and Turkey respectively in order to verify whether the EU actually adapted to the distinctive legislative frameworks in concluding agreements with partner countries or whether it disregarded such characteristics.

The European Union-Lebanon cooperation did not seem to be affected by the rather incomplete national asylum framework present in the country; on the contrary, it has further developed following the Arab Spring uprising, which made Lebanon a strategic partner for containing the influx of migrants to the EU.
Evidently, the EU only partially took in consideration Lebanese national specificities, its actions towards Lebanon being in line with the wider EU neighborhood and Mediterranean strategies. Differentiation seemingly only partially accounts for the EU’s engagement with Lebanese authorities, characterized by the use of tools at the disposal of the Union for engaging with Mediterranean countries in general. In studying the agreements concluded between the parties, therefore, it became evident that Lebanese asylum legislation was not considered as a determinant factor in defining the content and format of the concluded agreements, the EU engagement depending on broader regional strategies.

As for the Turkish case, the EU, considering the candidate status held by the country, adopted a tailor-made strategy in concluding agreements with the country, despite its national legislations on asylum being very weak. Turkey’s status in regard to the EU is rather unique compared to its neighboring countries and, being a candidate country to enter the Union, Turkish authorities demonstrated to be more subject to the influence of the EU on modifying the national legislation on asylum in light of the ongoing accession process.

While the Turkish bargaining power in relation to the EU should be highlighted, especially with regards to migration and asylum matters, the use of conditionality by the EU side was more consistent than compared with the Lebanese case. In fact, promises of membership being on the table, the EU disposed of a wider set of tools in making Turkish authorities comply with its requests. However, the use of conditionality demonstrated some inconsistencies, considering the EU’s dependence on Turkish goodwill in implementing agreements related to the containment of migration towards Europe. Accordingly, the relation between the parties seems to be more peer-to-peer one than a EU-led cooperation – this is demonstrated by the important concessions made by the EU to the candidate country. The promise to resettle one Syrian from Turkish camps for every illegal migrant present in Greece returned to Turkey is a completely new condition highlighting the strategic importance of Turkey in defining the EU migration strategy.

Despite Turkish national legislation on asylum not being compatible with the EU acquis, and despite the engagement of Turkish authorities in adopting EU rules on asylum still pending, the EU engaged with Turkey on a different level compared with Lebanon. Visibly, EU-Turkey agreements are unique and do not respect the one-size-fits-all strategy. However, this EU approach does not seem to be due to national legislation specificities but solely to the accession status of Turkey and its strategic importance for the Union.

Having defined the tools used by the EU in cooperating with Lebanon and Turkey respectively and considering the comparative nature of our analysis it is capital to summarize the findings and assess the commonalities and differences retraced during the analysis of EU specific cooperation framework with Lebanon and Turkey. The analysis of the findings needs to be conducted in light of the theoretical basis we built our study on notably the one-size-fits-all approach from one side, and Delcour’s theories on the importance of third countries’ domestic factors, in this case specifically, third countries’ national legislation on asylum and their accession status to the EU from the other side.

As we confirmed, while the two countries display different accession status to the EU, Lebanon being a third country for the EU and Turkey being a candidate to accession, both of those two countries’ legislations on asylum, despite being different, do not substantially implement international accepted norms of refugee protection. Therefore, if verified, Delcour’s theory on the capital importance of adapting EU instruments of cooperation to third countries’ specificities, would only consider the distinctive status held by the two partner countries, their internal legislations on asylum, being weak in both cases, not playing a discriminant role.

In order to respond to our research question, the comparison was articulated according to the EU instruments of cooperation with Lebanon and Turkey respectively and it addressed the question of understanding whether, as cooperation proved to be different, it was influenced by both or either one of the two chosen variables: national legislation on asylum and third countries’ accession status to the EU.

On EU-Lebanon cooperation, it appeared from our research that the partnership was defined in line with a broader EU strategy towards its neighboring countries especially its Mediterranean neighbors. In this context, the existence of a specific regional framework for cooperation leaves little space to adapt to third countries’ specific preferences and characteristics. In fact, the Action Plans, Partnership Priorities document and the Compact must be understood as instruments the EU developed in the framework of regional strategies in order to try and respect the differentiation principle, enounced in the ENP. However, these
instruments could only partially be modified and adapted to the specific partner countries’ needs being the product of a EU-centered strategy.

The reality of the existing instruments of cooperation between the EU and Lebanon therefore, does not fully respect neither the one-size-fits-all approach nor Delcour’s theory. The EU cooperation with Lebanon can be defined as following a mixture of the two theories. In fact, it only partially takes into account the third country’s specificities, being defined at a broader regional level and having to respect the rationale at the basis of it.

Furthermore, the incentives at the disposal of the EU in order to make Lebanon comply with its requests – sometimes rather demanding on migration policy- are rather limited. Although technical, financial and humanitarian aid provisions from the EU side represent a rather solid basis of the long-lasting cooperation between the parties, the EU high dependency on Lebanese strict implementation of the clauses of the different agreements strengthen Lebanon negotiating power. Furthermore, the inexistence of any credible perspective for membership results in a rather weak use of conditionality from the EU side, which rely on the goodwill of Lebanese authorities for the implementation of the cooperation agreements.

The cooperation between the EU and Turkey is rather differential. In fact, as we analyzed in the last chapter of our study, the agreements in place between the two parties do not respond to broader regional cooperation frameworks, being uniquely and exclusively negotiated between the two interested parties. This is of course due to the accession status held by Turkey enabling the EU to adapt to the partner’s preferences and to adopt tailor-made agreements. Nevertheless, some more generally conceived tools of cooperation with third countries are used by the EU in cooperating with Turkey such as the Readmission Agreement and the Mobility Partnership which cannot totally meet Turkish specific characteristics, being designed for broader cooperation frameworks.

All in all, however, it is evident that the EU instruments for cooperation with Turkey are tailor-made, context-specific and bilaterally designed with Turkish counterparts solely, in order to find the lowest minimum denominator to strike the right balance between EU’s and Turkish’ respective interests.

In the Turkish case, it is evident that Delcour’s theory on the importance of considering third countries’ national preferences, is perfectly fit to describe the type of cooperation between the EU and Turkey. Delcour’s theory relevance in defining the EU cooperation strategy with Turkey, is largely due to the distinctive status of Turkey vis-à-vis the EU as a candidate state to accession.

The specific accession status of Turkey is also at the basis of a more consistent and credible use of conditionality from the EU side in order to make the country abide by its rules. However, the use of conditionality is not as smooth and straightforward as one could imagine. The EU is in fact, highly dependent on Turkey’s implementation of cooperation agreements on migration related matters in order to secure its external borders, therefore the use of conditionality is not fully consistent. Furthermore, the use of conditionality vis-à-vis Turkey suffers from a lack of credibility: the long and unstable membership negotiations have not resulted in the accession of Turkey yet, despite the costly demands advanced by the EU in order to make membership a reality, resulting in the mistrust from the Turkish side of the EU commitment to effectively granting it the membership status.

The comparison between the two countries existing agreements for cooperation with the EU on migration, in relation to EU instruments took into account two variables: partner countries’ national asylum legislations and third countries’ accession status to the EU.

After thorough analysis of the cooperation tools used by the EU it results that they adapt to third countries’ association status, disregarding national legislations. As a matter of fact, both countries display rather weak and incomplete asylum frameworks, a specificity neither resulting in the freezing of cooperation with the EU nor distinctively influencing the use of specific cooperation tools from the EU side. Therefore, it appears that only the specific association status held by third countries affects the EU choice of distinctive cooperation instruments.

Therefore, as cooperation with the two partners is sensitively differential, we must acknowledge that the EU partially takes into account third countries’ specificities when defining cooperation instruments beyond
membership. Notably, the fact that Turkey and Lebanon hold substantially different association status to the EU, impacts on the cooperation framework used by the EU. In fact, with Turkey the EU negotiates agreements on a fully reciprocal basis, aiming at fitting the parties’ different interests and characteristics. With regards to Lebanon on the contrary, the EU only partially takes into account specific national characteristics, proposing cooperation tools which are generally defined at the broader regional level allowing for smaller adaptations to specific contexts.

All in all, neither the one-size-fits-all approach nor Delcour’s theory proved verifiable in the specific context of our research, the EU adopting an approach not totally reproducing neither of the aforementioned theories. In fact, while a specific strategy is designed toward candidate countries, some national specificities such as internal legislations are not considered in proposing cooperation frameworks. With third countries, we cannot fully sustain the use of a one-size-fits-all approach because although minimal, space for adaptation to third countries’ specificities is present in the framework of broader regional cooperation schemes.

The analysis we conducted on EU obligations, third countries national asylum framework and the practical conclusion of agreements between the EU and partner countries confirms that the EU engagement is deeper depending the accession status of its partners while their internal legislations on asylum do not seem to prevent Brussels from engaging with third countries. The EU clearly exerts a deeper influence on Turkey than on Lebanon considering that it could promise to reopen negotiations on the accession process in exchange for Turkish better border management and externalization of asylum. Lebanon, less implicated in EU policies, can conversely feel free to refuse pressures on widening its national asylum space.

Hence, we noticed that as different authors postulates, the EU adopts a partially differentiated approach towards third countries while using instruments conceived in the framework of broader regional external strategies for cooperation. Toward candidate countries, the engagement of the EU is more tailor-made, the accession status of partner countries seeming to play the determinant role in defying the EU’s strategy for cooperation. All in all, national legislation on asylum proved not to be the discriminant factor in determining the EU’s type of approach to third countries, their accession status playing the more fundamental role.

Ultimately, our research partially verified our hypothesis. As we demonstrated through the analysis of national legislation on asylum and the subsequent conclusion of EU-Lebanon and EU-Turkey agreements on migration and asylum related matters, domestic factors do actually matter in defining the EU’s strategy towards third countries. However, considering the cooperation with the two analyzed countries it is their accession status vis-à-vis the EU that determines a tailor-made and specific approach to be adopted by the Union. In fact, the two countries, both displaying rather weak asylum legislations, benefit from different treatment by the EU in light of the different status they hold: EU-Lebanon agreements are framed in the context of broader regional cooperation strategies, only partially recognizing the specificities of the country, while EU-Turkey agreements are very specific and context-specific mainly in reason of the candidate status held by the partner.

As we conclude, we believe it is important to recognize the shortcomings of this analysis and acknowledge possibilities for improvement in the prospect of further research.

While we decided to focus our analysis on third countries’ national legislations on asylum as our independent variable to identify national specificities in order to determine whether the EU follows a one-size-fits-all approach or a differentiated one, we recognize that this sectorial choice limits the overall understanding of the topic and may result in biasing our results. Future research could benefit from conducting a broader analysis, confronting not only national legislations on asylum, but also the geopolitical implication and the governance structure of third countries. Furthermore, we could have operated a more systemic historical analysis on the evolution of the cooperation between the EU and partner countries, which could have informed in a more thorough way our analysis.

As we specified in our theoretical chapter, and as it is reflected in our work, we only considered conditionality in analyzing the exportation of EU policies beyond Europe. This choice, made for the sake of length and focus of our research, limited our work to some extent. Analyzing the socialization characteristics of Europeanization in non-EU non-candidate countries in detail may provide an additional element to this study.
Finally, when conducting our background research, we realized that linguistic barriers were not negligible in retracing reliable, updated and thorough sources. Not being able to access the totality of literature in Arabic and Turkish and having to rely on the translation of relevant documents, without being able to verify their quality, represented an important challenge, which was partially surmounted by researching reliable translations.

Considering the limits we enounced beforehand, we believe that all in all, the research we conducted provides a rather complete picture of the subject analyzed, offering further opportunities to widen the scope and target of the study. In fact, it would be interesting to conduct a broader study in order to expand the pot of variables analyzed at the country level, providing a more complete picture of the strategies used by the EU in exporting its policies on asylum and migration-related matters. Additionally, it could be of use to analyze a wider set of third countries in order to verify the implications of internal factors in determining whether the EU adopts a one-size-fits-all approach toward partner countries or not at a larger scale.

At the broader level, it would be interesting to analyze in the long-term, whether the currently negotiated Global Compact on Refugees and the Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration will have an impact on EU’s strategies in engaging with third countries on asylum and migration-related matters as well as the impact those two international non-binding documents will have on transit and origin countries, provided that they will accept the final texts.
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